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editorial
KUMBH: THE SPECTACLE OF FAITH

T

he inauguration of the first multi-modal terminal on the Ganga river in Varanasi in the month of
November 2018 was publicised by the Centre as a major breakthrough in search for cheap mode of
transport. It also was feted as major feat for generating employment in Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s parliamentary constituency of Varanasi. The cargo route is soon to be extended up to Allahabad
aka Prayagraj.
In December 2017, India’s Kumbh Mela was recognised by UNESCO (United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organisation) as an “intangible cultural heritage of humanity” and was declared as
the world’s largest peaceful gathering of pilgrims.
The Inter-Governmental Committee for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage under
UNESCO inscribed ‘Kumbh Mela’ on the Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity
during its 12th session, which was held at Jeju, South Korea from 4-9 December 2017. This inscription is
the third in the past two years following the inscriptions of ‘Yoga’ and ‘Nouroz’ earlier years.
The list includes forms of expression that testify to the diversity of the intangible heritage and raise
awareness of its importance.
The list describes Kumbh Mela as “the festival of the sacred Pitcher” where pilgrims bathe or take a
dip in the sacred river. “The congregation includes ascetics, saints, sadhus, aspirants-kalpavas is and
visitors. The tradition plays a central spiritual role in the country, encapsulating a diverse range of cultural
customs. Knowledge and skills relating to Kumbh Mela are mainly imparted through the teacher-student
relationship, but transmission and safeguarding are also ensured through oral traditions and religious and
historical texts,” the UNESCO statement said.
Other additions on the list include Bangladesh’s traditional art of Shital Pati weaving, which basically
refers to the art form of weaving strips of green cane into a handcrafted mat, usually used for prayer
purposes.
“This intangible cultural heritage is constantly recreated by communities and groups in response to
their environment, their interaction with nature and their history, and provides them with a sense of identity
and continuity, thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and human creativity. It is not valued because
it is unique but rather because it is relevant for the community practicing it,” the statement added.
CONVENTION FOR THE SAFEGUARDING OF INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE
Practices, expressions, representations, as well as skills and knowledge that communities, groups and,
in some cases, individuals recognise as part of their cultural heritage are defined as intangible cultural
heritage by UNESCO’s Convention for Safeguarding the Intangible Cultural Heritage. Intangible Cultural
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Heritage comprises oral traditions, social practices, performing arts, rituals, knowledge and practices
concerning nature and the universe, festive events and traditional craftsmanship knowledge and
techniques.
The convention was adopted by the UNESCO General Conference in 2003 and came into force in
2006.
Coming back to Kumbh Mela, here is an interesting excerpt from Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev’s writings
which captures the essence of UNESCO statement
“Indian culture is the most complex and colourful culture on the planet. You will see, the way people
look, their language and food, their way of dressing, music and dance, everything is different every 50 or
100 kilometers in the country. One place where you can really see the complexity of this culture is the
Kumbh Mela.
During the Maha Kumbh Mela in 2001, 60 million people gathered in Allahabad. I have never had a
longing to go to such places, but there was so much talk happening, so, to see a grand event of
unimaginable scale, I decided to drive there from Coimbatore.
It is one the most incredible sights in the world. I went there at around 2am and all kinds of people
from different parts of the country were there sitting around. They had no place to sleep, so they had little
fires going with their own song and dance, culture and language. The worst and the best of humanity
landed up there - every kind of crook who wants to try his hand, but also many yogis of great
accomplishment. People have been meeting like this for thousands of years. It is a tradition and a culture
that you cannot kill, and it has a certain social relevance. But it also has a certain spiritual strength.
The earth and moon journey in cycles. Everybody is subject to these cycles, but these cycles can
remain cycles of bondage, or they can become a means of transcendence - from one cycle of life to
another. One who is longing for liberation is constantly seeking how to become free from the cycles one
has created. There are various kinds of cycles, the longest being 144 years; once in 144 years, distinctive
occurrences happen in the solar system for which we have congregations like the one happened in 2001.
The Kumbha Melas are held at specific spots in the country around which a whole energy system was
created. Because the planet is spinning, it creates a centrifugal force. From 0 to 33 degrees latitude, this
force is largely working in a vertical manner in your system, and particularly at 11 degrees, the energies
are shooting straight up. So, the ancients calculated and marked out points on the planet where there is a
supportive influence on people. Many points happen to be confluences of rivers and there is a benefit of
bathing in those areas. If one is at that spot on a particular day, rare possibilities become available, so
people moved there to make use of these situations. Many of these people are peasants and illiterate
people who travel long distances with meagre resources, just wanting to be there, longing for mukti.
Nowhere else on the planet does an entire population long for liberation with such intensity.
Most Indians are unaware of the depth of mysticism and spiritual process that has happened and
continues to happen in India. This land has always been known as the spiritual capital of the world, simply
because no other culture has looked at the inner sciences with as much understanding. Here, liberation or
mukti has been the highest goal, and even God is considered just a stepping stone towards that.
Unfortunately, the spiritual culture we see today has in many ways been broken by invasions, and
distorted by long spells of poverty. Still, the basic ethos of the spiritual process is not destroyed, nor can
it be destroyed. It is time that we reap the benefits of this profound tradition in its full glory.”
Hindus all around the world are known to celebrate festivals with much passion and fervour. In the
same way, Kumbh Mela also is one such festival; a pilgrimage of faith for Hindus looking to wash their
past sins. The Mela, which is the world’s largest gathering of its type, draws lakhs of devotees from all
over the country and around the globe. The mela creates approximately 650,000 jobs and is estimated to
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earn every time around Rs 12,000 crore.
The Kumbh Mela is held every three years, and switches among four different locations - Haridwar
(river Ganga), Prayag (Triveni sangam of Yamuna, Ganga and Saraswati), Ujjain (river Kshipra), and
Nasik (river Godavari). And, the Mela returns to each location after a span of 12 years as Kumbh and six
years thereafter as Ardhkumbh.
Hindus believe that those who bathe in the sacred waters during the Kumbh are eternally blessed by
the divine. All their sins are washed away and they come one step closer to salvation.
The exact age of the festival is uncertain. According to medieval Hindu mythology, Lord Vishnu
dropped drops of Amrita (the drink of immortality) at four places, while transporting it in a Kumbha
(pitcher). These four places are identified as the present-day sites of the Kumbh Mela. The name “Kumbh
Mela” literally means “pitcher fair”.
According to available historical evidences, the festival is believed to be over 2000 years old! The first
written evidence of the Mela can be found in the accounts of the Chinese traveller Hiuen Tsang, who
visited India during the reign of King Harsh Vardhan. Now, considered the world’s largest congregation
of religious pilgrims; this Kumbh Mela joins new elements from Botswana, Colombia, Venezuela,
Mongolia, Morocco, Turkey and the United Arab Emirates on the UNESCO list.
The note released by the Ministry of External Affairs on the UNESCO decision said, “Furthermore,
its importance is not in the cultural manifestation itself, but in the wealth of knowledge, know-how and
skills that are transmitted from one generation to the next.”On being included on the UNESCO list, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi tweeted that it is “a matter of immense joy and pride for India”.
Also, reacting to the recognition, Union Culture Minister Mahesh Sharma said that it was a proud
moment for India.”A very proud moment for us as sacred Kumbh Mela is just inscribed as the Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO,” he tweeted.
Besides their religious significance, historically the Kumbh Melas are also major commercial events.
Baptist missionary John Chamberlain, who visited the 1824 Kumbh Mela at Haridwar, stated that a large
number of visitors came there for trade. He noted that the fair was attended by “multitudes of every
religious order”, including a large number of Sikhs. According to an 1858 account of the Haridwar Kumbh
Mela by the British civil servant Robert Montgomery Martin, the visitors at the fair included people from
a number of races and religions. Besides priests, soldiers, and religious mendicants, the fair was attended
by several merchants, including horse traders from Bukhara, Kabul, Turkistan, Arabia and Persia. Several
Hindu rajas, Sikh rulers and Muslim Nawabs visited the fair.
Pryagraj Kumbh
A sacred city of India is described with great reverence in ancient scriptures as Prayag that is, ‘the
holiest pilgrimage centre.” The city is situated at the confluence of India’s holiest rivers - the Ganga, the
Yamuna and the mythical Saraswati. The Sangam, as the confluence of these three rivers is called, is the
venue of sacred fairs and rituals and attracts large number of pilgrims throughout the year. With the
irresistible attraction of Kumbh Fair, hailed as the world’s largest congregation of devotees, the glory of
the city certainly gets doubled. The Maha Kumbh Fair is held on every12th year and Kumbh Fair on every
6th year while Magh Fair is held here annually from ancient times. The Dussehra is another festival which
is organised in the city in a unique style.
Kumbh has a mesmerising influence over the minds of Indians as it is witness to the largest human
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gathering in History for the same cause on a single day irrespective of any worldly barriers of caste, creed,
colour and religion. It is once in a lifetime experience seeing millions of pilgrims and tourists from all
over the world come together for a common goal-this spectacle of Faith is truly unforgettable.
This festival is held in highest regard as the ritual bath in the sacred water on this day saturated with
flower and incense fragrance amidst chanting of Vedic hyms and mantras liberates one from all sufferings
and miseries of Life. The Kumbh Mela considered the most sacred and greatest of North Indian festivals
where the ceremonial dip in the Holy river is an important ritual. It is believed that bathing on this
auspicious day cleanses one of all sins. The most auspicious day for the ritual bath at Kumbh is on the day
of the new moon when one gets rid of all sins and evils and is granted salvation. One attains Moksha
(meaning liberation from the cycle of Life, Death and Rebirth).
This festival remains incomplete without the presence of Sadhus and ascetics who are present in
different orders (Akhadas). Sadhus like Vaishnav (Followers of Vishnu), Shaiva (flowers of Shiva). The
most interesting feature is the presence of Naga Sadhus (known as preserver of faith). A particular sect of
sadhus initiates the ritual bath and leave after the dip in the holy water to make way for another order.
Many pilgrims gather to also take blessings from these sadhus.
Significance of this unique event is the blending of religious and cultural features.Rig Veda has a
mention about the significance of convergence of river Ganges, Yamuna and Saraswati at Prayag or
Sangam. References can be found about the significance of this ritual in Varaha Purana and Matsya Purana
as well. The ashram of the Sage Bhardwaj, where Lord Ram, Laxman and Sita lived at the time of their
exile, was situated at Sangam. There is still a place cold Bharadwaj Ashram in Allahabad. It is said that a
number of saints including the great Shankaracharya and Chaitanya Mahaprabhu visited Sangam and
observed the Kumbh Mela. The great Indian epics such the Ramayana and Mahabharata have mentioned
that a yagna was conducted by Lord Brahma at Sangam.
Any discussion on Kumbh would not be complete without the mention of Mark Twain, the American
novelist and travel writer. Twain had travelled through India in 1895 and visited Varanasi and Allahabad
in the month of January. What he saw was the annual Maghi Mela but also learnt about the Maha Kumbh
which had taken place on the banks of Sangam two years earlier. This is how he defined the great
congregation, “It is wonderful, the power of a faith like that, that can make multitudes upon multitudes of
the old and weak and the young and frail enter without hesitation or complaint upon such incredible
journeys and endure the resultant miseries without repining. It is done in love, or it is done in fear; I do
not know which it is. No matter what the impulse is, the act born of it is beyond imagination, marvelous
to our kind of people, the cold whites.”

10 February 2019
Basant Panchami

Sidharth Mishra
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secretary’s desk
W

e continue with our endevour to establish high benchmarks for scholastic research. It's with
great humility and also sense of achievement that we announce that The Discussant has
entered 7th year of regular publications and among its recent achievements have been
successfulaudition by an international agency for impact factor - International Scientific Indexing.
With equal humility we share the information that The Discussant has now been shortlisted by the
Library of the US Congress as part of its India Collection and in due course awarded the LCCN
(Library of Congress Control Number) and also will be catalogued online. In these years, this journal
has proved to be an asset in promoting research among young scholars across the universities, and
what better recognition for our effort than the one coming from the US Congress. The Discussant
indeed has come to be recognised as journal of honest endevour.
We have completed six years of unbroken publication of The Discussant as an RNI registered
quarterly periodical. We had received the ISSN accreditation a year earlier. I am happy to share with
you that our online edition too is crossing new frontiers and getting accessed from new territories,
which gives our writers a global exposure unthinkable for any journal of our vintage. The online
edition too has been successfully audited for impact factor. We continue with our endevours to partner
in intellectual exercises.
This edition contains a special supplement on the Kumbh Mela organised in Prayagraj (Allahabad),
which is witnessing biggest congregation of the devotees from world over. It contains papers on the
river, the people living along its banks and also the what does such congregations mean in the modern
times.
We have repeatedly mentioned in reports at the beginning of the various past editions, the members
of Centre for Reforms, Development and Justice including Centre president, self and other members
have taken up academic activities in the right earnest participating in seminars and deliberations of
national importance.
Our book on political history of Delhi, in oral tradition was released during the World Book Fair in
New Delhi in first week of January. We welcome young scholars to associate with us with ideas and
proposal for an intellectual enterprise, where we can join hands.

10th February 2019

Dr Sanjeev Kumar Tiwari
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GANGA: THE ALL ENCOMPASSING
PROF. SIDHARTH MISHRA*
Keywords: Himalaya, River basin, Bhagirath, Yamuna, Varanasi, Sangam
The Ganga is the third largest river of the world by discharge. The river originates from the Gangotri Glacier and the place is
known as Gomukh in the Himalayas at an altitude of 3,892 meter (12,769 ft). It is known as Bhagirathi till it meets Alaknanda
River at Devprayag in the Garhwal division of the state of Uttarakhand. Hereafter, the river is referred as Ganga and the meetings
points of its tributaries are considered as sacred places for Hindus throughout Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh. Alaknanda is fed
by glacier from the peaks of Himalayas such as Nanda Devi, Trishul and Kamet. The river travels 2,525 km (1,569 miles) that
starts from Uttarakhand before falling in Bay of Bengal. The river connects India and Bangladesh.

GANGA AVATARANA: HINDU LEGENDS
As legends have it, Gomukh resides in the matted locks of God Shiva, symbolically Tapovan, being meadow of ethereal beauty
at the feet of Mount Shivling, just 5 km (3.1 mi) away. Actually, there are three versions on Ganga Avatarana (Descending of the
Ganga from Heaven) in scripture of Hindus. The legend of King Bhagirath, however, is the most popular amongst them all. It’s
after his name that the stretch of the river from Gomukh to its confluence with Alaknanda at Devprayag is known as Bhagirathi.
This legend is told and retold in the Ramayana, the Mahabharat and several Puranas. The story goes like this that sage Kapila
was disturbed by sixty thousand sons of King Sagara while in meditation. With the curse of angry sage Kapila they were reduced
into ashes. They were sent to netherworld. Only the waters of the Ganga, then in heaven, could bring the dead sons their salvation.
One of the descendants of these sons, King Bhagirath, anxious to restore his ancestors undertook rigorous prayer and was
eventually granted boon of Ganga’s descent from heaven.
But it was difficult for earth to bear the force of Ganga so Bhagirath persuaded Lord Shiva in his abode at Mount Kailash to
receive Ganga in the coils of his tangled hair to break her force. Ganga descends but is tamed in Lord Shiva’s hair locks before
* Chairperson, Vivekananda School of Journalism & Mass Communication GGSIP University, New Delhi
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GANGA: THE ALL ENCOMPASSING

arriving to Himalayas. The Ganga is then led by the waiting Bhagirath down into the plains at Haridwar, across the plains first to
the confluence with the Yamuna at Prayag and then to Varanasi, and eventually to Ganga Sagar, where she meets the Indian Ocean
eventually providing salvation to sons of Sagara.
In honour of Bhagirath’s pivotal role in the avatarana, the source stream of the Ganga in the Himalayas is named Bhagirathi,
(Sanskrit, “of Bhagiratha”).
There are two more legends about the origin of the Ganga. In the Vedia version, Indra, the king of Svarga (Heaven) slays the
celestial serpent, Vritra, releasing the celestial liquid, the soma, or the nectar of the gods which then plunges to the earth and
waters it with sustenance.
In Vaishnava version, Indra has been replaced by his former helper God Vishnu. The heavenly waters are now a river called
Vishnupadi (Padi in Sanskrit is used for “form of foot”). As he completes his celebrated three strides of earth, sky, and heaven,
Lord Vishnu as Vamana stubs his toe on the vault of heaven, punches open a hole, and releases the Vishnupadi, which until now
had been circling around the cosmic egg within. Flowing out of the vault, the Ganga plummets down to Indra’s heaven, where it
is received by Dhruva, an staunch devotee of Vishnu. As per Indian tradition Dhruv is identified as the polestar. Next, she streams
across the sky forming the Milky Way and arrives on the moon. She then flows down earthwards to Brahma’s realm, a divine
lotus atop Mount Meru, whose petals form the earthly continents. There, the divine waters break up, with one stream, the
Alaknanda, flowing down from one petal into Bharatvarsha (India) as the Ganga.
THE GANGA: COURSE AND TRIBUTARIES
The length of Bhagirathi is shorter than Alaknanda but the former is considered as the main river for having her origin from
the Gangotri Glaciers often referred as Gomukh in Hindu legends. After the confluence the river is referred as Ganga. In Sanskrit
literature Bhagirathi is not considered a separate river but is a synonym of the Ganga which is named after King Bhagirath credited
with bringing the holy river on the earth from heaven. The river travels through the five states of India - Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh,
Bihar, Jharkhand and West Bengal before entering into Bangladesh.
The Ganga has a number of tributaries in the Himalayan state of Uttarakhand but amongst them the six longest and their five
confluences are considered sacred. The six headstreams are Alaknanda, Dhauliganga, Nandakini, Pindar, Mandakini and Bhagirathi
rivers.
These five confluences, known as the Panch Prayag, are all along the Alaknanda. They are, in downstream order,
Vishnuprayag, where the Dhauliganga joins the Alaknanda; Nandprayag, where the Nandakini joins; Karnaprayag, where the Pindar
joins, Rudraprayag, where the Mandakini joins; and finally, Devprayag, the meeting site of the Bhagirathi and the Alaknanda. The
river flows around 250 km in the narrow Himalayan valley and emerges from the mountains at Rishikesh, then debouches onto
the Great Gangetic Plain of the Indian Sub-continent at the pilgrimage town of Haridwar.
At Haridwar, a dam diverts some of its waters into the Ganga Canal, which irrigates the Doab region of western Uttar Pradesh
and also provides drinking water to Delhi and its satellite towns located in Uttar Pradesh. The river, whose course has been roughly
southwest until this point begins to flow southeast through the plains of northern India.
The river is considered lifeline of the plains as it is due to the basin of the Ganga, the region is very fertile and has been the
battlefield for political dominance for over centuries. In the plains, the Ganga has been lifeline for several cities and towns on its
banks like Garhmukteshwar, Narora, Hastinapur, Farurukhabad, Kanpur, Allahabad, Mirzapur-Vindhyachal, Varanasi, Ghazipur,
Buxar, Ballia, Patna, Munger, Bhagalpur, Sahibagunj, Farakka, and Kolkata (Hooghly).
In the West Bengal, the distributary branch of Ganga is known as Hooghly while in Bangladesh it is known as Padma River. The
largest tributary of Ganga on Indian side is Damodar River while in Bangladesh it is first joined by Jamuna River followed by Meghna
River, both distributaries of the Brahmaputra River. Only the Amazon and Congo rivers have a greater average discharge than the
combined flow of the Ganga, the Brahmaputra, and the Surma-Meghna river system. In full flood only the Amazon is larger.
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GANGA: THE ALL ENCOMPASSING

The Gomukh Glacier

Ramganga: It’s the first major tributary of the Ganga in plains. The river originates from Doodhatoli ranges in the district of Pauri
Garhwal of Uttarakhand state of India. It flows to south west from Kumaun Hills. Ramganga flows through the famous Jim Corbett
National Park near Ramnagar of Nainital District from where it enters the plain. The main cities situated on the banks of Ramganga
are - Bijnor, Moradabad, Bareilly, Budayun, Shahjahanpur, and Hardoi. The Ramganga Dam crosses the river at Kalagarh (Partially
in Bijnor District & Pauri Garhwal District) for irrigation purposes and hydroelectric generation. An annual festival of Ganga
Dassahra is organised on its banks during the months of September and October at Chaubari village near Bareilly. It has a drainage
basin of 30,641 sq km.
Yamuna: The Ganga joins the Yamuna in Allahabad district of Uttar Pradesh known as Triveni Sangam — the holly site of Kumbh
Mela. At their confluence, the Yamuna is larger than the Ganga, contributing about 2,950 m3/s (104,000 cu ft/s), or about 58.5
percent of the combined flow. Yamuna is the largest river which does not open in the sea.
Tamsa River: It originates from a tank at Tamakund in Kaimur Ranges. The river flows through the fertile districts of Satna and
Rewa in the state of Madhya Pradesh. At the edge of the Purwa plateau, the Tamsa and its tributaries form a number of waterfalls.
The river receives the Belan in UP and joins the Ganga at Sirsa, about 311 Km downstream of the confluence of the Ganga and
Yamuna. The total length of the river is 264 Km (164 mi). It has a total drainage area of 16,860 square Km (6,510 sq mi).
The river has high importance in traditions. As legends have it, Lord Ram spent his first night on the bank of this river after
his 14-year exile from Ayodhya into the forest. When Lord Rama left Ayodhya people followed him and were not ready to return
to their homes. Lord Rama, Lakshmana and Sita and other people reached the bank of the Tamsa by the evening. Everyone
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agreed to spend the night at the banks of the Tamsa River and continue his journey next morning. Lord Rama left people
sleeping and continued the journey further. The Ashrama of sage Valmiki was at the banks of Tamsa River. When Sita was
exiled by Rama, she left Ayodhya and came to the bank of Tamsa River some 15 km away from the city, where she met sage
Valmiki. He requested Sita to live in his ashrama. Sita spent all her remaining life and her twin sons Luv and Kush received
education and military training under the tutelage of sage Valmiki. It is here only that seeing the plight a bird couple, Valmiki
created his first ever verse, (shloka).
Three important towns are situated on the banks of Tons river - Teonthar, Malpar, and Chakghat. Teonthar is famous for Deur
Kothar stupas which are credited to Mauryan emperor Ashoka. It’s due to these stupas, the town is a famous archeological site
as well. The city was ruled by the Kol Kings of ancient India and falls on one of the oldest routes connecting Northern region of
Bharatvarsh (Indian Subcontinent) to Southern region. It falls in Rewa district of Madhya Pradesh.
Gomti River: It originates from Gomat Taal (Gomat Pound) or Fulhaar Lake near Madho Tanda in Pilibhi district of Uttar Pradesh.
The river flows for 960 kilometres through Uttar Pradesh before meeting the Ganga near Saidpur, Kaithi, 27 kilometres (17 mi)
from Varanasi district. Gomti is joined by its first tributary Gaiha which is a narrow stream till it reaches Lakhimpur Khiri district.
Here it is joined by the Sukheta, Choha, and Andhra Choha rivers. Besides that three other tributaries join the Gomti River - Kathina,
Sarayan and Sai. The famous Markandey Mahadeo temple is situated at the confluence of Gomti and the Ganga in Jaunpur district
of Uttar Pradesh.
In Sanskrit literature, the Gomti River is described as the daughter of Vashisht. Hindus of the region believe that on bathing in
the Gomti River on Ekadashi (the eleventh day of the two lunar phases of the Vikrami Calendar) their sins are washed away. In
Bhagavata Purana, the river has been described as one of the transcendental rivers of Bharatvarsh. Lucknow, the capital of Uttar
Pradesh is situated on the banks of the Gomti. In addition to Lucknow, Lakhimpur Kheri, Sultanpur, Kerakat, and Jaunpur are also
situated on the banks of Gomti River.
Varuna River: It is one of the main tributaries of the Ganga River which meets the Ganga in Varanasi. The river has been named
after Varuna, the god of water in the Vedic literature. It rises near Bhadohi district of Uttar Pradesh and meets the Ganga after
travelling around 100 km.
Assi River: Having a length of just 3.5 km, the Assi River is one of the smallest tributaries of the Ganga but historically important
one. The meeting point of Assi with the Ganga is famous as Assi Ghat which is one of most popular tourist destinations in
Varanasi. In fact, the name Varanasi has been derived from two river Varuna and Assi. The triangular alluvial among the Ganga,
the Varuna and the Assi rivers is known as Kashi, the land of God. Kashi was one of the 14 Mahajanpada of ancient India during
the time of Mahatma Buddha. Since time immemorial, Kashi is a famous as city of knowledge and learning. Hindus believe that
the people who die in Kashi go to heaven and become free from the cycle of birth and death.
Ghaghra River: Ghaghra River connects three countries - China, Nepal and India. The river originates from the Tibetan Plateau
near Mansarovar lake and cuts through the Himalayas in Nepal and joins the Sharda River at Brahmaghat in India. With a length
of 507 kilometres (315mi), it is the longest river of Nepal. The total length of Ghaghra River up to its confluence with the Ganga
at Revelganj in Bihar is 1,080 kilometres (670 mi). It is the largest tributary of the Ganga by volume of water and the second
longest tributary of the Ganga by length after Yamuna. In Nepal, the Ghaghra is known as Karnali River and has two major
tributaries - Seti and Bheri. After emerging from Shivalik Hills the river splits in two but rejoins before entering in Indian state of
Uttar Pradesh. It travels through Eastern Uttar Pradesh and Bihar before joining the Ganga in Chapra. In India it has three tributaries
- West Rapti, Kali and Choti Gandak.
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Bhagirathi As Seen From Sukkhi Top On Uttarkashi Highway In winter Months

In India, the river passes through Ambedkar Nagar, Azamgarh, Barabanki, Basti, Ballia, Bahraich, Deoria, Faizabad, Gonda,
Gorakhpur, Santkabir Nagar, Sitapur districts of Uttar Pradesh and Siwan district of Bihar.
Sarayu River: The Ghaghra River joins Sharda River to form Saryu River in Bahraich district of Uttar Pradesh. Therefore, some
hydrologists consider Sarayu River only as the lower channel of Ghaghra River but Sarayu River has more cultural and historical
significance. It finds mention in many ancient scriptures of Hindus like Rig Veda and Ramayana. The famous city of Ayodhya, the
capital of Lord Ram is situated on the banks of Sarayu River. On Ram Navami, lakhs of people take a dip in the Sarayu River at
Ayodhya, which is suppose to be the day of birth of Lord Rama.
The river plays very important cultural and ethnic role in Eastern Uttar Pradesh as various Brahman families having their
ancestral roots between the River and Nepal call themselves as Sarayuparin Brahman and practice very strict marriage rules of
endogamy and exogamy. They consider themselves so much superior to the rest of Brahmans in Indian subcontinent that a
marriage between Sarayuparin and non-Sarayuparin is considered as social taboo as inter caste or inter faith marriage. However
these ghettos are changing following modern education system but at the same pace as inter caste marriages. Brahamans in this
region also follow strict vegetarian rules in their food habits.
The river is mentioned thrice in Rig Veda. According to some scholars, the Vedic and present Sarayu rivers are two different
rivers. As per the description in the Rig Veda, the Vedic Saryu River was a river west of the Indus system that corresponds to
Iranian Haryu or the Hari River in Avestan literature and was a tributary of the Sindhu River. It seems the present Sarayu River went
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into extinction like Saraswati River of the Vedic period, which the present Sarayu River has been described in details in Valmiki
Ramayana and Tulsidas’ Ramcharitmanas.
Sharda River: It is also known as Mahakali in Nepal and Kali Gad or Kali Ganga River in Uttarakhand where it demarcates western
border of India and Nepal which was established by the 1816 Sugauli treaty. The river descends from 3,600 metres (11,800 ft) at
Kalapani to 200 metres (660 ft) as it enters the Terai plains, offering an unrealised potential for hydroelectric power generation. The
river is also proposed as source for one of the many projects in the Himalayan component of the Indian Rivers inter-linking project.
Below the Nepal-Uttarakhand border, the river enters Uttar Pradesh and flows southeast across the plains to join the Ghaghra
River, a tributary of the Ganga. The traditional source of Mahakali is a pond at the Kali temple in Kalapani of Nepal, however, the
geographic sources are some five kilometers further north and some thousand metres higher: Streams emerging from glaciers
along the watershed with the uppermost Humla Karnali, India’s border with China’s Tibet Autonomous Region follows this
watershed. Below Kalapani, the river has been Nepal’s western border with India after the Sugauli Treaty was signed in the
aftermath of the Anglo-Nepalese War of 1814-16. Before entering in India, the tributaries of Sharda like Dhauliganga, Dharchula,
and Chaameliya join it. The Kali exits the hill region at Jogbudha Valley and receives two tributaries — Ladhiya and Ramgun.
Ranakpur town is just above Dam of Sharda Reservoir where water is diverted into an irrigation canal. The river exits the last hills
for the Terai plains passing through Banbasa and Mahendranagar. Now, the river’s name changes to Sharda. After emerging from
Nepal, it flows southeast for another 100 km (62 mi) in Uttar Pradesh to join the Ghaghra as a tributary at around 30 km north
west of Bahraich. As volume of water increases significantly in Kumaon Hills of Uttarakhand state of India, the river provides good
river rafting opportunity from Jauljibi to Tanakpur. In rafting parlance, in this stretch, the rapids in the river are of Grade IV and
more, which could be covered in 3 days. Below Tanakpur, Lower down among the frosted slopes, the river becomes calmer
offering the amateur a sporting challenge. The river also has some famous dams as joint ventures of India and Nepal and some
more projects are coming up in pursuance of the Mahakali Treaty 1997 and other agreements between the two countries. They
are Sharda Barrage, Lower Sharda Barrage, and Tanakpur Barrage etc.
In the Kumaon region of Uttarakhand in India every peak, lake or mountain range is somehow or the other has some folklore
to tell. They are associated with Shaiva, Shakta, and Vaishnava traditions to local deities like Haim, Saim, Golu, Nanda, Sunanda,
Chhurmal etc. Referring to the rich religious legends associated with Uttarakhand E.T. Atkinson had said: ‘To the beliefs of the great
majority of Hindus, the Kumaon is what Palestine is to the Christians.The famous temples included the Kali temple at Kalapani,
Shiva temples of Singhphal in Dudhwa reserve. The Baleshwar temple at Champawat is an Indian National Heritage Monument of
Archeological Survey of India (ASI) since 1952, and also the Nagnath temple in Champawat.
Rapti River: There are two rivers named Rapti one each in Nepal and the other is Uttar Pradesh state of India. Nepal’s Rapti is
known as East Rapti River and is smaller in size. It flows from east to west through the Chitwan valley in Nepal, forming the
northern border of the Chitwan National Park. It joins the Narayani River inside the protected area.
West Rapti River is called ‘Gorakhpur’s Sorrow’ for the recurrent floods it causes in the region. It flows through the CentralWestern Region, then Awadh and Purvanchal regions of Uttar Pradesh before joining the Ghaghra -- a major left bank tributary of
the Ganga known as the Karnali in Nepal. The West Rapti is notable for janajati ethnic groups -Kham Nagar among its highland
sources and then Tharu in Inner Terai Deukhuri Valley, for its irrigation and hydroelectric potential. The Monsoon Rivers of the
region like Mandi Khola, Lungri Khola, Arun Khola, Jhimruk Khola join Rapti River forming a huge river basin. In Nepal, it passes
through Mahabharat Range and emerges from its gorge into the lower Siwalik Hills. In Nepal below Bhalubang, Inner Terai Deukhuri
Valley opens between the Dang and Dudhwa Ranges, both subranges of the Siwaliks. Valley, following the WNW trend of the
Siwalik Hills for 100 km. Although the land is fertile, but before DDT came into use in the 1950s Deukhuri was so malarial that
only the Tharu people who had genetic resistance could be confident of surviving the warmer months. In Uttar Pradesh, the river
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Bhagirathi At Gangotri in full flow, cutting through the rocks

flows through Shravasti, Siddharth Nagar, Basti, Sant Kabir Nagar and Gorakhpur district, passing Gorakhpur city at about 135 air
miles (215 km) from Nepal. Around 60 km away from Gorakhpur, the Rapti joins the Ghaghra (Karnali) at Rajpur. About 120 km
further on at Chapra, the Ghaghra reaches the Ganga.
Aciravati, Achirvati or Airavati is the ancient name of a river that has been identified with the modern Rapti, flowing through
what is now Nepal and the northern portion of Uttar Pradesh. The Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang knew it as A-chi-lo. Jain texts
mention it as Eravai. The ancient city of Sravasti, once capital of Kosala Kingdom, stood on the western bank of the Achirvati. The
river was a tributary of the Sarayu. It was one of the five great rivers that constituted the Ganga group of rivers and one of the
sacred rivers of the Buddhist midland.
Son River: Son is the second largest tributary of the Ganga after the Yamuna River. It originates near Amarkantak in Madhya
Pradesh, just east of the headwater of the Narmada River, and flows northwest through Madhya Pradesh before turning sharply
eastward where it encounters the Kaimur Range. The Son River flows parallel to the Kaimur hills, flowing east-northeast through
Uttar Pradesh, Jharkhand and Bihar states to join the Ganga just west of Patna. Geologically, the lower valley of the Son River is
an extension of the Narmada Valley, and the Kaimur Range an extension of the Vindhya Range. Dehri on Sone and Sonbhadra are
the major cities situated on Son River.
With 784 km length, the Son River is one of the longest Indian rivers. Its chief tributaries are the Rihand and the North Koel.
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The Son River has a steep gradient(35-55 cm per km) with quick run-off and ephemeral regimes, becoming a roaring river with
the rain-waters in the catchment area but turning quickly into a fordable stream. The Son River, being wide and shallow, leaves
disconnected pools of water in the remaining parts of the year. The channel of the Son River is very wide (about 5 km at Dehrion-Sone) but the floodplain is narrow, only 3 to 5 kilometres (2 to 3 mi) wide. In the past, the Son River has been notorious for
changing course, as it is traceable from several old beds near its east bank. In modern times, this tendency has been checked
with the anicut at Dehri, and now more so with the Indrapuri Barrage. In Bihar, this river forms the border line between the Bhojpuriand Magahi-speaking regions.
Son has four big tributaries on her right - Gopad, Rihand, Kahnar and North Koel Rivers while Ghaghar and Johilla River join
it on the left. The famous Rihand Dam is located on Rihand River in district Sonbhadra in Uttar Pradesh. Kanhar River is famous
for a number of water falls like Pavai Fall (Balrampur) is about 61 meter and Sukhdari is 30 meter high. Sukhdari Fall is located at
near the meeting point of the borders of Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and Uttar Pradesh. Sidhi, Dehri and Patna are the main cities
situated on the bank of this river.
Gandak River: It is also known as Gandaki or Narayani River and is one of the major tributaries on the left bank of the Ganga.
The river orginates at the Tibet border at an elevation of 6,268 meter at Hubine Himal Glacier in the Mustang region of Nepal.
Here it is known as Kali Gandak. In Nepal, the Gandak is known for her deep gorge through the Himalayas. It has a total
catchment area of 46,300 square kilometers (17,900 sq mi), most of it in Nepal. The basin also contains three of the world’s
14 mountains over 8,000 metres (26,000 ft), Dhaulagiri, Manaslu and Annapurna I. Dhaulagiri is the highest point of the
Gandaki basin. It lies between the similar Kosi system to the east and the Karnali (Ghaghra) system to the west. The river is
joined by a couple of tributaries in Nepal like Nhichung Khola or Choro Khola, Johng Khola, Kak Khola or Krishnaa, and
Rahughat Khola. The largest hydroelectricity project in Nepal is located along Gandak River. Below Gaindakot the river is known
as the Narayani or Sapt Gandaki (Seven Gandakis), for seven tributaries rising in the Himalaya or further north along the main
Ganga-Brahmaputra divide. These are the Kali Gandaki, the Trishuli River, and the five main tributaries of the Trishuli known as
the Daraudi, Seti, Madi, Marsyandiand and Budhi.
The entry point of the river at the Indo-Nepal border is also the confluence called Triveni with rivers Pachnad and Sonha
descending from Nepal. Pandai River flows into Bihar from Nepal in the eastern end of the Valmiki Sanctuary and meets Masan.
The Gandak flows southeast 300 kilometres (190 mi) across the Gangetic plain of Bihar state through West Champaran,
Gopalganj, Saran and Muzaffarpur districts. It joins the Ganga near Patna just downstream of Hajipur at Sonepur (also known
as Harihar Kshetra). According to Hydrologists, the river has shifted 80 kilometres (50 mi) to the east due to tectonic tilting in
the last 5,000 years.
The Gandaki river basin is reported to contain 1025 glaciers and 338 lakes. They contribute substantially to the lean season
flows of the river. Glacier lakes, among the most hazardous features of high mountains, are usually formed behind dams of
moraine debris left behind by retreating glaciers, a trend that is observed all over the world. Even though glacial lake outburst floods
(GLOF) events have been happening in Nepal for many decades, the Dig Tsho glacier outburst, which took place in 1985, has
triggered detailed study of this phenomenon. In 1996, the Water and Energy Commission Secretariat (WECS) of Nepal reported
that five lakes were potentially dangerous, namely, Dig Tsho, Imja, Lower Barun, Tsho Rolpa, and Thulagi, all lying above 4,100
metres (13,500 ft). A recent study done by ICIMOD and UNEP (UNEP, 2001) reported that there are 27 potentially dangerous lakes
exists in Nepal. In ten of them GLOF events have occurred in the past few years and some have been regenerating after the event.
Kosi River: Kosi River is the only river outside Sindhu basin which is of prime importance in Vedic literature. The most
popular Gayatri Mantra, highly revered mantra based on a Vedic Sanskrit verse from a hymn of the Rigveda was composed
by the sage the sage Vishwamitra, who is said to have attained the status of Brahmarshi on the banks of the river.
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The Calmly Flowing Bhagirathi At Harshil, downstream from Gangotri

Vishwamitra is credited with writing many well-known Vedic Hymns on the Banks of the Kosi where he had his hermitage
- The Mandala, the Rigveda, and the Gayatri Mantra. The Gayatri Mantra is repeated and cited very widely in vedic literature,
and is praised in several well-known classical Hindu texts such as Manusmriti, Harivamsa and the Bhagavad Gita.The Koshi
(Kosi in Sanskrit) is associated with many ancient spiritual stories. Kosi is mentioned in the Bal Kand section of Valmiki
Ramayana as the Kausiki which is the form assumed by Satyavati after her death. Satyavati was the elder sister of
Viswamitra, descendants of Kushak dynasty. In the Markandeya Purana, the Kosi is described as the primal force. Due to
the violent nature of the Kosi during monsoon season, legend says that Parvati, the wife of Shiva, after defeating the demon
Durg, became known as the warrior goddess Durga who transformed into Kaushiki. In Ramayana, the river Ganga is
depicted as her elder sister.According to Mahabharata epic, the God of death took the form of a woman and resides on the
banks of the river to limit population growth. Kosi resonates with the folklore of Mithila. The most interesting depictions of
Kosi in folklore are Kosi as a virgin absolutely carefree and full of energy and a frustrated wife of old hermit Richeek
wandering in the Himalayas. Kosi is also invoked as the mother - ‘Kosi Ma’. These images capture the contradiction that is
inherent in the Kosi River as a source of life and death, prosperity and destruction; a mother and an enchanting virgin.It is
also the lifeline of the ‘Mithila’ region, spread over more than half of India’s state of ‘Bihar’. It is the subject of legend and
folklore of the region; the legend of Mithila extends over many centuries. Mithila is also the name of a style of ‘Hindu art’
created in the area.
Kosi River is popularly known as sorrow of Bihar as the annual floods affect about 21,000 sqkm of fertile agricultural
lands thereby affecting the rural economy. The River originates from the northern slopes of the Himalayas in Tibet and the
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southern slopes in Nepal. From the confluence of tributaries north of the Chatra Gorge onwards, the Koshi River is also
known as Saptakoshi for its seven upper tributaries. These include the Tamur Koshi originating from the Kanchenjunga area
in the east, Arun River and Sun Koshi from Tibet. The Sun Koshi’s tributaries from east to west are Dudh Koshi, Bhote Koshi,
Tamba Koshi and Indravati Koshi. The Saptakoshi crosses into northern Bihar where it branches into distributaries before
joining the Ganga near Kursela in Katihar district. The Koshi River is 720 km (450 mi) long and drains an area of about
74,500 sq km in Tibet, Nepal and Bihar. In the past, several authors proposed that the river has shifted its course for more
than 133 km (83 mi) from east to west during the last 200 years. But a review of 28 historical maps dating 1760 to 1960
revealed a slight eastward shift for a long duration, and the shifting was random and oscillating in nature. Kamali, Bhagmati
(Kareh) and Budhi Gandak are major tributaries of Koshi in India, besides minor tributaries such as Bhutahi Balan. Its
unstable nature has been attributed to the heavy silt that it carries during the monsoon season and flooding in India had
caused havoc. Fishing is an important enterprise on the river but fishing resources are being depleted and youth are leaving
for other areas of work.
In the Himalayas, glaciers are melting and retreating, which produces lakes insecurely dammed by ice or moraines. These
dams are at risk of breaking, causing a Glacial Lake Outburst Flood (GLOF) with flows as much as 10,000 cubic metres per
second. Several hydroelectric projects like - Kosi Barrage, Sapt Kosi High Multi-purpose project are situate on Kosi River.
Commercial River rafting, also known as whitewater rafting, and canyoning is available on the Sun Koshi River and its tributaries.
Sun Koshi has been challenging rapid grades of class 4-5.
Bhagirathi - Hooghly River: At Farakka Barrage in Murshidabad district of the Indian state of West Bengal, the Gangagives rise
a major distributary known as - Bhagirathi River while the main channel of the Ganga goes to Bangladesh. The lower water
channel of Bhagirathi is known as the Hooghly River which is approximately 260-kilometre-long before flowing into the Bay of
Bengal via the Rarh region and lower deltaic districts of West Bengal. The upper riparian zone of the river is called Bhagirathi
while the lower riparian zone is called Hooghly. Calcutta and Hugli-Chinsura, the headquarter of Hooghly (district), is located
on the banks of this river.In its upper reaches the river is generally known as the Bhagirathi, until it reaches Hooghly. The word
Bhagirathi literally means “caused by Bhagiratha”, a the kind of Sagar Dynasty who was instrumental in bringing the river
Ganga to the earth from the heaven in order to release his 60,000 grand-uncles from the curse of the saint Kapila.
Rudyard Kipling wrote an article, On the Banks of the Hugli (1888), and a short story set on the Hooghli, An Unqualified Pilot
(1895). The Bhagirathi-Hooghly river system is an essential lifeline for the people of West Bengal. It was through this river that the
East India Company sailed into Bengal and established its trade settlement, Calcutta, the capital of British India. People from other
countries such as the France, Holland, Portugal etc. all had their trade settlements by the banks of this river. The river provides a
perennial supply of water to the plain of West Bengal for irrigation and human & industry consumption. The river is navigable and
is a major transport system in the region with a large traffic flow. For a long time, the Calcutta Port was the biggest port of India.
Although in the past its significance had gone down and it has gone down to the 3rd position in the list of Indian ports. The modern
container port of Haldia, on the intersection of lower Hooghly and Haldi River, now carries much of the region’s maritime trade.
One new port will be built in the deep sea to reduce the load on Calcutta port. Despite being polluted, the fish from the river are
important for the local economy.
Jalangi River: In fact Jalangi River is not a river in the sense of other tributaries of the Ganga as it is linked to the Ganga both at
its origin and discharge ends. Therefore, it is only a channel of the Ganga but only due to its significant length it has a separate
name but same cultural significance as that of the Ganga. It originates from the Ganga as a branch is Murshidabad and Nadia
districts of the Indian state of West Bengal and flows into the Bhagirathi River. After the confluence of Jalangi and Bhagirathi
channels of the Ganga, the combined channel is popularly known as the Hooghly River.
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River Saraswati At Mana Village Near Badrinath Before Its Underground Flow

Mayapur, the birth place of Sri Chaitanya, is located at the confluence of the Jalanagi and Bhagirathi. Ghurni, a neighbourhood
of Krishnanagar, a centre for the production of clay dolls, often referred to as Krishnanagar clay dolls, is located on the banks of
the Jalangi.
The Jalangi is a modern stream, but its age is not known. Apparently it opened up long after the Bhairab River ran as a strong
stream in a south easterly direction. Although it is generally believed that the river has opened up within the last few hundred years,
there is no direct evidence of this.It is shown in Van den Brouck’s map. The Bhairab once flowed from the Ganga, across the
present beds of the Jalangi, and further eastwards towards Faridpur. The Bhairab is no more a very active river. The Mathabhanga
is a younger stream than Jalangi and it was not till very recently that the river completed its junction with the Hooghly by adopting
the Churni (now its lower reaches) for its main course. Earlier most of the water of the Mathabhanga ran off to the east down the
Kumara, Chitra, Coboduk (Bhairab), and Ichamati, but all these escape routes have been shut off, except a small amount for the
Ichamati. The point to note is that while earlier rivers in the region flowed in a south-easterly direction, but later some force pulled
the Jalangi and the Mathabhanga in a south-westerly direction. The inference is that it occurred because of a local subsidence,
which was active for some period prior to 1750 and which has since become inactive.
Damodar River: It flows through mineral rich regions of Jharkhand and West Bengal where it is joined by several tributaries and
sub-tributaries. Earlier known as the sorrow of Bengal because of ravaging floods in the state but now the river water has been
tamed by construction of several hydroelectric dams. The Damodar Valley Corporation (DVC) is the major project on the river.
Etymologically the Damodar means rope around the belly. This is another name of the Lord Krishna, given to him
because his foster-mother tied him to a large urn. It has a number of tributaries and subtributaries, such as Barakar, Konar,
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Bokaro, Haharo, Jamunia, Ghari, Guaia, Khadia and Bhera.The Damodar and the Barakar trifurcates the Chota Nagpur
plateau.
The rivers pass through hilly areas with great force, sweeping away whatever lies in their path. Two bridges on the Grand Trunk
Road near Barhi in Hazaribagh district were torn down by the Barakar: the great stone bridge in 1913 and the subsequent iron
bridge in 1946.The Damodar Valley isspread across Hazaribagh, Ramgarh, Koderma, Giridih, Dhanbad, Bokaro and Chatra
districts in Jharkhand and Bardhaman and Hooghly districts in West Bengal and partially covers Palamu, Ranchi, Lohardaga and
Dumka districts in Jharkhand and Howrah, Bankura and Purulia districts in West Bengal with a command area of 24,235 square
kilometres (9,357 sq mi). The Damodar valley is rich in coal. It is considered as the prime centre of coking coal in the country.
Massive deposits are found in the central basin spreading over 2,883 square kilometres (1,113 sq mi). The important coalfields
in the basin are Jharia, Raniganj, West Bokaro, East Bokaro, Ramgarh, South Karanpura and North Karanpura. The Damodar Valley
is one of the most industrialised parts of India. Three integrated steel plants (Bokaro, Burnpur and Durgapur) of Steel Authority of
India Limited (SAIL) and other factories are in the valley.
Padma River: After entering in Bangladesh, the main channel of the Ganga is known as Padma River. The Padma is mentioned
in Hindu mythology as a byname for the Goddess Lakshmi. Some authors contend that each distributary of the Ganga in its deltaic
part is a remnant of an old principal channel, and that starting from the western-most one, the Bhagirathi (in West Bengal, India),
each distributary to the east marks a position of a newer channel than the one to the west of it. The city of Rajshahi is situated on
the banks of the river. The Padma enters Bangladesh from India near Nawabganj and meets the Jamuna near Aricha and retains
its name, but finally meets with the Meghna near Chandpur and adopts the name “Meghna” before flowing into the Bay of Bengal.
Meghna River: The Meghna River is formed inside Bangladesh by the joining of the Surma and Kushiyara rivers originating from
the hilly regions of eastern India. It is one of the most important rivers of Bangladesh, one of the three rivers that forms the Ganga
Delta, the largest delta on earth, which fans out to the Bay of Bengal. A part of the Surma-Meghna River System, Meghna is
formed inside Bangladesh in Kishoreganj District above the town of Bhairab Bazar by the joining of the Surma and the Kushiyara,
both of which originate in the hilly regions of eastern India as the Barak River. The Meghna meets its major tributary, the Padma,
in Chandpur District. Other major tributaries of the Meghna include the Dhaleshwari, the Gumti, and the Feni. The Meghna empties
into the Bay of Bengal in Bhola District via four principal mouths, named Tetulia (Ilsha), Shahbazpur, Hatia, and Bamni.
Dhaleshwari, Gumti and Jamuna are its other major tributaries.
Jamuna River: The Jamuna River is the main distributary channel of the Brahmaputra River. It links the Brahmaputra River with
the Ganga by joining the Padma River near Goalundo Ghat before meeting Meghna near Chandpur. The combined river is now
known as the Meghna River which flows into Bay of Bengal. It is the national river of Bangladesh. The Brahmaputra-Jamuna is a
classic example of a braided river and is highly susceptible to channel migration and avulsion. It is characterised by a network of
interlacing channels with numerous sandbars enclosed between them. The sandbars, known in Bengali as chars, do not occupy
a permanent position. The river deposits them in one year, very often to be destroyed later, and redeposits them in the next rainy
season. The process of bank and deposit erosion together with redeposition has been going on continuously, making it difficult to
precisely demarcate the boundary between the district of Pabna on one side and the districts of Mymensingh Tangail and Dhaka
on the other. The breaking of a char or the emergence of a new one is also a cause of much violence and litigation. The confluence
of the Jamuna River and Padma River is unusually unstable and has been shown to have migrated southeast by over fourteen
kilometres between 1972 and 2014.
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The Alaknanda Flowing Below The Temple Of Badrinath

CULTURAL & TOURIST PLACES ON THE BANKS OF GANGA & ITS TRIBUTARIES
Rishikesh: It is the first city on the banks of the Ganga located at the foothills of the Himalayas in Dehradun district of Uttrakhand
state of India. Rishikesh is globally famous as the “Yoga Capital of the World” for having several premier Yoga centres. The
students and scholars from across the world including the US, UK, Australia, China, European and African countries come here
to learn Yoga and meditation. It is believed that meditation in Rishikesh brings one closer to attainment of moksha, as does a dip
in the holy river that flows through it. The city has five distinct parts -Rishikesh, Muni Ki Reti (Sand of the Sages), Sivananda Nagar
(the home of Sivananda Ashram and the Divine Life Society funded by Swami Sivananda), Swargashram and Ram Jhula &
Lakshman Jhula. The famous 133-year-old institution for Vedic Studies — Kailash Ashram Brahmavidyapitham, in Rishikesh —
still attracts Indian and foreign scholars. Swami Vivekanand, Swami Rama Tirtha and Swami Sivananda have studied in this
institution. The famous religious places in Rishikesh included Neelkanth Mahadev Temple (28 km in the forest) and Vashishha
Gufa (Cave of Sage Vashishtha). The Ganga Arti at Triveni is famous across the world.
Rishikesh is the starting point of the Chota Char Dham prilgrimage places — Badrinath, Kedarnath, Gangotri and Yamunotri.
The Tehri Dam is just 80 km (50 mi) uphill on the way to Gangotri. Rishikesh is a municipal corporation and a tehsil of Dehradun
district. In 2011 it had the population of around 1.02 lakh. It is one of the holiest town of Sanatan Dharam and is regarded as the
holiest places for Hindus. The Sanatan sages and saints have visited Rishikesh since ancient times to mediate in search of spiritual
knowledge. Even today, the believers and followers of the sage tradition visit and mediate in Rishikesh. There are several Ashram’s
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of various faiths and cultures of Sanatan Dharma in Rishikesh. In September, 2015 the Government of India announced that
Rishikesh and Haridwar would be developed as ‘twin national heritage cities’. Due to the religious significance of the twin cities
meat, non-vegetarian food and alcohol consumption is not allowed in Rishikesh and Haridwar. There are several river rafting
campus in Rishikesh but due to growing environmental concerns the National Green Tribunal has directed not to allow more
campus and regulate the existing campus. Tourists leaving strewing unused liquor bottles on the banks of river, leftover meat,
bones and other food stuff, urinating and open defecation have become serious concerns for environmentalists. As the campuses
don’t have sewage treatment plants and directly discharge untreated highly polluted water in the river, the green body has directed
the authorities to act now.
Rishikesh is a named after Lord Vishnu, the preserver of life on the planet earth. Rishikesh in English means ‘God of the
Senses’. It is composed of two words - ‘Hrisika’ means ‘senses’ and ‘Isa’ meaning God. This area is described as Kubjamraka
in Skanda Purana. As legends have it Lotd God Vishnu appeared under a mango tree. However, according to a legend of Shaiv
Sect a fierce fire broke out here. God Shiva was angry with God Agni and cursed him. Then God Agni prayed here for penance
for his sins. Hence it is also known as ‘Agni Tirtha’ - the holy place to do penance of Agni, the deity of Fire. In February, 1968, the
Beatles (the famous classical music band) visited the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi ashram in Rishikesh. John Lennon recorded “The
Happy Rishikesh Song”. The Beatles composed numerous songs during their times at the Maharishi’s ashram, some of which
appear on the White Album. Several other artists, including Mike Love, The Beach Boys, Donovan and Gyp Mills visited the site
to contemplate and meditate. Former royal palace of the Maharaja of Tehri Garhwal at nearby Narendranagar, now houses the
Ananda-In the Himalayas destination spa and yoga retreat, that was established in the year 2000. The Prince of Wales and
Duchess of Cornwall visited Rishikesh in 2013 and participated in the Ganga arti.They also conducted a special havan for world
peace at the Parmarth Niketan. Charles said: “I am amazed by the experience of sitting on the bank of one of the ancients rivers
of the world. It is the right time for us to rediscover our connection with nature.
Haridwar: Haridwar is the first city on bank of the Ganga in the plains after it descends from Himalayas. It is of high religious
and cultural importance across religious in India. The Vaishnav sect of Hindus call it Haridwar after God Vishnu (Hari =
Vishnu) while Shaivaites call it Hardwar after God Shiva (Har = Shiva). In ancient texts, the city has also been mentioned
as Gangadwara, Mayapuri and Kapilasthana. According to Sanskrit literate, the sage Kapila had an ashram in this region
which is presently situated in Kankhal, a subtown of Haridwar. Hereafter, the Ganga completes 253 km journey in
Himalayas and enters in the Indo-Gangetic Planes.
Haridwar is regarded as one of the seven holiest places (Sapta Puri) of Hindus. Haridwar along with Ujjain, Nashik and Prayag
(Allahabad) is one of four sites where drops of Amrit, the elixir of immortality, accidentally spilled over from the pitcher while being
carried by the celestial bird Garuda. This is manifested in the Kumbha Mela, which is observed every 12 years in Haridwar. During
the Haridwar Kumbh Mela, millions of pilgrims, devotees, and tourists congregate in Haridwar to perform ritualistic bathing on the
banks of the river Ganga to wash away their sins to attain Moksha. Brahma Kund, the spot where the Amrit fell, is located at Har
ki Pauri (literally, “footsteps of the Lord”) and is considered to be the most sacred ghat of Haridwar. It is also the primary center
of the Kanwar pilgrimage, in which millions of participants gather sacred water from the Ganga and carry it across hundreds of
miles to dispense as offerings in Shiva shrines.
Priests in Haridwar are famous for having detailed family genealogies of Hindu families for the the past several generations in
hand written registers passed on to them over generations by their ancestors. They are classified according to original districts
and villages of ones ancestors, with special designated Brahmin families being in charge of designated district registers, even for
cases where ancestral districts and villages that have been left behind in Pakistan after Partition of India with Hindus having to
migrate to India. In several cases present day decedents are now Sikhs and many may be Muslims or even Christians. It is
common for one to find details of up to, or even more than, ones past seven generations in these genealogy registers kept by the
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The Confluence of Bhagirathi and Alaknanda at Devprayag

priests of Haridwar. For centuries when Hindu ancestors visited the holy town of Haridwar for any purpose which may have mostly
been for pilgrimage purposes or/and for cremation of their dead or for immersion of ashes and bones of their kin after cremation
into the waters of the holy river Ganga as per Hindu custom. It has been an ancient custom to go to the priests who is in charge
of ones family register and update the family’s genealogical family tree with details of all marriages, births and deaths from ones
extended joint family. In the present-day India, people visiting Haridwar are dumbfounded when priests tell them about their very
own ancestral genealogical family tree. News travels like wildfire among the Pandas with ones family’s designated Panda being
quickly notified of one’s visit. Nowadays with Hindu joint family system having been broken down with people preferring more and
more nuclear families, record keeping priests prefer visitors to Haridwar to come prepared after getting in touch with all of ones
extended family and bringing all relevant details regarding ones ancestral district and village, names of grandparents and great
grandparents and marriages, births and deaths that have occurred in the extended family, even with as much details as possible
of the families married into. A visiting family member is required to personally sign the family genealogical register furnished with
every details by ones Family Priests after updating it for future family visitors and generations to see and to authenticate the
updated entries. Friends and other family members accompanying on the visit may also be requested to sign as witnesses.
However, it is preferable to visit one’s family pandas before immerson of ashes of one’s kin as they will help properly in this rituals.
However, there are several Ghats on the banks of the Ganga in which Hindus take the holly dip on various occasions but Hari
Ki Paudi is the most famous. The daily Ganga Aarti in the evening is popular among tourists and ghats are jam-packed during
Aarti. In 2011, the population of the city was around 3 lakh. The famous religious places in the city include - Chandi Devi Temple,
Mansa Devi Temple, Bharat Mata Mandir, Piran Kaliyar, Saptrishi Ashram and Sapt Sarovar. The head office of All World Gayatri
Pariwar - Shantikunj and Baba Ramdev’s Patanjali Yogpeeth are also situated here. The city has a number of educational institutes,
university of both traditional and modern education.
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Hastinapur: Hastinapur was the capital of Kuru Kingdom in ancient India of which King Bharat was the most famous king on
whose name India is said have derived its name Bharat. It is situated on the right bank of the Ganga. During Mahabharat time, the
Ganga used to flow very close to the city but now it has changed its course. Hastinapur is the central place in Mahabharat for
which war was fought between Kauravas and Pandavas. The old channel of the Ganga passes closer to the city and is known as
Budhi Ganga (Old Ganga) on which Draupadi Ghat and Karna Ghat remind one of the Mahabharat personages. The Archaeological
Survey of India have discovered evidences of human inhabitation in Hastinapur as old as 1100 BCE. The eminent archaeologist
B. B. Lal, then Director General of Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) carried out archaeological excavations in 1950s and found
that the archaeological evidences supported and reinforced several texts in Mahabharat but the excavation could not be carried
out in inhabited area which was required to establish pre-history period in Hastinapur. In the present day Hastinapur, there are
Hindu, Jain and Budhists temples.
Pandeshwar Temple is the most famous and ancient temple in the old Hastinapur. It is believed to be around 7,000 years old.
The temple is dedicated to the God Shiva. As per Sanskrit literature, the temple is believed to be a place where Kauravas and
Pandavas took education of Vedas and Puranas. A temple of Goddess Kali and many Hindu Ashrams are present on the hillock
of the ruins known as Padavas Fort by locals. Second famous temple is Karna Temple which is said to be from 4,000 B.C.E. The
Shiva statue (Shivlingam) inside the Karna Temple is said to be established by Karna, the King of Aang state and friend of
Duryodhana. Bhai Dharam Singh Gurudwara named after one of the Panj Pyare of Khalsa is also located here who belong to a
nearby village Saifpur. Various cultural and religious fairs are held here round the year, like Akshaya Tritiya, Das Lakshana, Kartik
mela, Holi mela, Durga Puja and many other programs are organised by NGOs and the tourism department round the year.
Garhmukteshwar: Garhmukteshwar is the nearest town on the Ganga from New Delhi, the National Capital of India. It falls on NH24 connecting Lucknow, the state capital of Uttar Pradesh with New Delhi. The town is named after Mukteshwar Mahadev temple
dedicated to the Ganga. There are several other temples as well. It is an ancient place that is mentioned in the Bhagavata Purana
and the Mahabharata. There are claims that it was a part of ancient Hastinapur, the capital of the Pandavas. An ancient fort,
repaired by the Maratha leader Mir Bhawan, became, under the British, the headquarters of the tehsil. The name of the town is
derived from the temple of Mukteshwar Mahadeva, dedicated to the goddess Ganga who is worshipped there in four temples. The
town has 80 sati pillars, marking the spots where Hindu widows are said to have become satimata. The town also has a mosque,
built by Gays-ud-din Balban in 1283 A.D.
Narora: The city is now famous for Narora Atomic Power Station that got operationalised in 1991 but before that it was considered
as the centre for Vedic Studies and religious place for having several Ghats on the banks of the Ganga. It is also famous for
migratory birds visiting this site in Western Uttar Pradesh. The wetlands of 265 sq km of upper Ganga, from Brijghat to Narora
Barrage, were declared Ramsar site in 2005.
Sri Sangaved Sanskrit Mahavidyalaya was started by Brahmasri Jiwan Datt ji Maharaj in the year 1903 which is well-known
throughout Uttar-Pradesh as a great Bramanista parayana under the inspiration of his Guru who was well-known all over India as
an authority on Vedas and his name was Brahmasri Bhimsen Misra Veda Vyakhyata. Pt. Bhimsen Mishra was contemporary of
Sri Swami Dayananda of Arya Samaj. But later on Pt. Bhimsen Mishra had written several commentaries on books pertaining to
Sanathan Dharma specially his book on Shodasa Sanskaras is considered as authority by almost all scholars in India Pt. Jiwan
Dutt Bhramchari ji dedicated all his life for the cause of the above-mentioned Vidyalaya that earned him the name of a Great Rishi
of Modern India. Several scholars of reputed in Uttar Pradesh graduated from this Vidyalaya the most notable among them being
Jagadguru Sri Sankaracharya Maharaj Sri Krishna Bodhashramji of Jyotir Math and most Reverend Sri Karapatri ji Maharaj, Sri
Jwala Dutt Bramachariji. In 2001 censure, the city had a population of 20,376.
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Kannauj: Kannauj is one of the most important ancient cities on the banks of the Ganga. It has mentions in Mahabharat,
Ramayana and also by Sanskrit Grammmarian Patanjali. The early Buddhist literature mentions Kannauj as Kannakujja and refers
to its location on the trade route from Mathura to Varanasi to Rajgir. The Brahamans living or having roots in this region are known
as Kanyakubj Brahaman. Archaeological evidences have established the human inhabitation in the area up to 1200 BC. Kannauj
may have been known to the Greco-Roman civilization under the name of Kanagora or Kanogiza, which appears in Geography by
Ptolemy (ca. 140 CE), but this identification is not confirmed. It was also visited by the Chinese Buddhist travelers Fa Hian and
Hiuen Tsang in the fifth and seventh centuries CE, respectively. Kannauj was part of the Gupta Empire. At the time of the decline
of the Gupta Empire in the 6th century, the Maukhari Dynasty of Kannauj, who had served as vassal rulers under the Guptas, took
advantage of the weakening of central authority, broke away and established control over large areas of northern India.Under the
Maukharis, Kannauj continued to grow in importance and prosperity. It became the greatest city of Northern India under Emperor
Harsha (r. 606 to 647 CE), who had conquered it and made it his capital. Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang visited India during the reign
of Harsha, and described Kannauj as a large, prosperous city with many Buddhist monasteries. Harsha died with no heir, resulting
in a power vacuum until Yashovarman seized power as the ruler of Kannauj.
Farrukhabad: The city surrounded by the Ganga River and Ramganga River from the east and the Kali River to the south.
Farrukhabad was founded by Nawab Mohammad Khan Bangash, who named it after the reigning emperor Farrukhsiyar, in 1714.
Situated at around 45-kms-away from district headquarter in Tehsil Kaimganj, it is a place of great antiquity and is said to have
been founded by the Sage Kampila. It was here that the famous Svayamvara took place in which Arjun succeeded in winning the
hand of Draupadi. The temple of Rameshwarnath Mahadev, which stands in the town is very old. The temple is traditionally
attributed to Shatrughana brother of Rama. It is said that he had brought the idol (Lingam) of Shiva, which was worshipped by
Sita, the wife of Rama in Ashok Vatika while she was in captivity in Lanka. This idol is said to be stalled in this temple. The Sarogi
community subscribed to the erection of three temples dedicated to the Jain tirthankara, Neminath which has made the place
sacred to the Jains.
Bithoor: It is a small town on the right bank of the Ganga River in district Kanpur but is one of the famous Hindu pilgrimage due
to Valmiki Ashram where the two sons of God Ram — Luv and Kush — were born. Valmiki authored Ramayana and some of the
other most sacred books of Hindus. The city was also very imporant for its role in the first independence movement against the
British East India Company in 1857 as Nana Saheb was based in Bithoor.
In later centuries Brahmavarta flourished as a capital of the kingdom of Utpalaranya, over which ruled the Emperor Uttanpad.
His son Dhruva penanced here in order to please Brahma. God was so pleased that he not only appeared but granted him a divine
boon-to shine for all time to come as polestar. The place is pointed out to be Dhruva Teela. However the majority of the Hindu
population is local but there is a significant Marathi population in the city. The descendants of the migrant Marathi families settled
at Bithoor have not only lived in Bithoor for more than three generations, but many of them own sizable amounts of land and other
immovable properties. The first five families, which came with Nana Saheb were: Moghe, Pinge, Sehajwalkar, Hardekar and Sapre.
The majority of them settled in Bithoor or adjoining places.
Kanpur: Kanpur is an industrial city and the 12th most populous city of India situated on the banks of the Ganga. The city
discharges so much pollution in the river that here the water is unhealthy to take bath or drinking. However, the cities before Kanpur
also pollute the river but the Ganga survives due to its her cleansing capability but Kanpur and several cities afterwards flood the
river with industrial pollutants, sewage, municipal waste etc. It is the biggest city of Uttar Pradesh and was called as Manchester
of India. Kanpur it is the commercial capital of Uttar Pradesh.
The name of the city is believed to have derived from Karnapur (meaning “town of Karna”, one of the heroes of the
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Mahabharata). In 1207, Raja Kanh Deo of the Kanhpuria clan established the village of Kanhpur, which later came to be known as
Kanpur. The city was centre for uprising during the first independence movement against British in 1857.
Allahabad (Prayagraj): Allahabad (Prayagraj) is located between the triangular alluvial place of the Ganga and the Yamuna. The
city’s original name was Prayag or “place of offerings” which comes from its position at the Sangam (confluence) of the Ganga,
Yamuna and Sarasvati rivers. It is the second-oldest city of India, and plays a central role in Hindu scriptures. As per Hindu legends,
the city of Prayag is located at the confluence of the Ganga, the Yamuna and the invisible Saraswati. The Kumbh is held in every
12 years at Allahabad (Sangam) which is the largest gatherings of pilgrims on this earth.
Prayaga existed during the Vedic period, and is mentioned in the Veda as the location where Brahma (the Hindu creator of the
universe) attended a ritual sacrifice.The archeological evidences have proved it existence since 700 BCE. The Puranas record that
Yayati left Prayaga and conquered the region of Saptha Sindhu His five sons (Yadu, Druhyu, Puru, Anu and Turvashu) founded the
main tribes of the Rigveda. Lord Ram spent time at the Ashram of Sage Bharadwaj before moving to nearby Chitrakoot. When the
Aryans first settled in what they called the Aryavarta (or Madhyadesha), Allahabad (then Kaushambi) was an important part of their
territory. The Kurus, rulers of Hastinapur (near present-day Delhi), established the town of Kaushambi near Allahabad. They shifted
their capital to Kaushambi when Hastinapur was destroyed by floods. Kaushambi is now a separate district created by carving out
a region of Allahabad on April 4, 1997. Mughal Emperor Akbar coined the name Illahabad for the city after he pronounced a new
religion Din-e-Illahi in 1582 which was changed to Allahabad by the British rulers. It was capital of Central India during British Raj
for a long time and even today several important offices including High Court of Uttar Pradesh is located in Allahabad.
Historically, the city has been a witness to many important events in India’s freedom struggle such as emergence of the first
Indian National Congress in 1885, the beginning of Mahatma Gandhi’s non-violence movement in 1920. Allahabad Fort Built by
Akbar in AD 1583, the Allahabad Fort exhibits fine depictions of art, design, architecture, and craftsmanship of the fort. Visitors
are allowed to view the Ashoka Pillar, Saraswati Kup and Jodhabai Palace. Patalpuri Temples and Askhay Vat are also famous
religious places in Prayag. The Great Ashoka gave importance to Kaushambi and placed a pillar of Ashoka in Kaushambi, which
has inscriptions there in Pali. A Jainaderasar was also constructed in Kaushambi. Both the pillar and the temple still exist there
and the ruins of Vatsa and its university are still being excavated by archaeologists.Kaushambi is also the birthplace of sixth Jain
Tirthankar Padam Prabhu.
Mirzapur-Vindhyachal: It is a small town located right on the banks of the Ganga River in Vindhya hills and is famous for the
temple of Vindhyavasini who according to the Hindu legends in Markandeya Purana had incarnated to assassinate the demon
Mahishasura. The detailed description has been given in Durga Saptashati chapter of Maarkandeya Purana. The temple is is
situated 8 km from Mirzapur, on the banks of the holy river Ganga. It is one of the most revered Siddhapeeths of the presiding
deity, Vindhyavasini Devi. The temple is visited by large number of people daily. Big congregations are held during Navratras in
Chaitra (April) and Ashwin (October) months. Kajali competitions are held in the month of Jyestha (June). The Indian Standard
Time (IST) line passes through the Vindhyachal railway station. The temple is considered among one of the most sacred places
in Poorvanchal region of India.
Varanasi: Since time immemorial, Varanasi has been a cultural center for Sanatan Dharam. As per Hindu legends Kashi, the
original name of the city which was situated between the triangular alluvial of the Ganga, the Varuna and a monsoon river the Assi,
is the city of God Shiva and protected by Bhairav Baba, the Kotwal (Security Incharge) of Kashi. Kashi has been place of
knowledge, teaching and learnings for Sanatan Dharam and various philosophies which originated in Indian subcontinent. For
centuries the scholars of various faiths used to come here to do competitive argumentation called Shashtrarth to verify the validity
of their faith, arguments and ideologies. However, the relevance declined foreign ideologies dominated the politics in Independent
India but even today, the city is considered a seat of knowledge and teaching.
The city is known worldwide for its many ghats, embankments made in steps of stone slabs along the river bank where
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pilgrims perform ritual ablutions. Some of the important ghats included Dashashwamedh Ghat, the Panchganga Ghat, the
Manikarnika Ghat and the Harishchandra Ghat, the last two being where Hindus cremate their dead and the Hindu genealogy
registers at Varanasi are kept here. The Ramnagar Fort, near the eastern bank of the Ganga, was built in the 18th century in the
Mughal style of architecture with carved balconies, open courtyards, and scenic pavilions. Among the estimated 23,000 temples
in Varanasi are Kashi Vishwanath Temple of Shiva, the Sankat Mochan Hanuman Temple, and the Durga Temple. The Kashi Naresh
(Maharaja of Kashi) is the chief cultural patron of Varanasi, and an essential part of all religious celebrations. An educational and
musical centre, many prominent Indian philosophers, poets, writers, and musicians live or have lived in the city, and it was the
place where the Benares gharana form of Hindustani classical music was developed. One of Asia’s largest residential universities
is Banaras Hindu University (BHU).
As per one of the beleves, Assi Ghat is one of the famous Ghats on the Ganga where Tulsidas composed Ramcharitmans (the
Awadhi version of Ramayan) and several other books. The famous Buddhist place Sarnath is also situated in Varanasi where
Mahatma Buddha gave his first sermon to the five brahmins. The famous lot of Ashoka is also situated here from which our
national emblem has been derived. As per Sanatan traditions, Kashi is considered as in heaven so it does not include on the earth.
It was due to this fact the King of Kashi was always considered independent from others. This was the reason that the famous
king Harishchandra came to Kashi after donating his entire kingdom to the sage Vishwamitra. In the intellectual tradition of Varanasi
several priests, sages, poets, authors have their contributions. Presently, Prime Minister Narendra Modi represent the Lok Sabha
constituency of Varanasi.
Varanasi is a major tourist attraction for both national and international tourists. Every years millions of people visit here and
some of them even stay for longer duration. The daily Ganga Aarti is a major attraction on the river bed besides Dev Deepawali is
most celebrated festival on the ghats of Ganga in which all the gahts are illuminated with earthy lamps called dipaks. It falls on
the full moon day (Poornima) of the Hindu month of Kartika (November - December) and takes place fifteen days after Diwali. The
steps of all the ghats on the riverfront of the Ganga River, from Ravidas Ghat at the southern end to Rajghat, are lit with more than
a million earthen lamps (diyas) in the honour of Ganga and its presiding goddess. The gods are believed to descend to Earth to
take bathe in the Ganga on this day. The festival is also observed as Tripura Purnima Snan. The tradition of lighting the lamps on
the Dev Deepawali festival day was first started at the Panchganga Ghat in 1985.
However, there are number of ghats throughout the bank of the Ganga in Varanasi but Dashashwamedh Ghat is the main ghat
in Varanasi on the Ganga River. It is located close to Vishwanath Temple and is probably the most spectacular ghat. There are two
legends associated with it: According to one, Lord Brahma created it to welcome Lord Shiva. As per the second legend, Lord
Brahma sacrificed ten horses during Dasa-Ashwamedha yajna performed here.The present ghat was built by Peshwa Balaji Baji
Rao in the year 1748. A few decades later, Ahilyabahi Holkar, the Queen of Indore rebuilt the ghat in the year 1774. Close to the
ghat, overlooking the Ganga lies the Jantar Mantar, an observatory built by Maharaja Jai Singh of Jaipur in the year 1737.Gange
aarti takes place at 6.45 PM in the evening after the sunset for around 45 minutes at the Dashashwamedh ghat in the Varanasi.
Devotees start coming to see the Gange aarti at least one hour before.
Ghazipur: The city is situated around 50 km away from the site where the Gomti opens in the Ganga. As per Hindu legends,
Ghazipur was covered with dense forests during the Vedic period and it was the place for ashrams of several saints. The place is
related to the Ramayana period. Maharshi Jamadagni, the father of Maharshi Parashurama, is said to have resided here. The
famous Gautama Maharishi and Chyavana were given teaching and sermon here in ancient period. Hsüan Tsang (629AD) has
described name of this place in Chinese as Chen-Chu that stands for “lord of conflict or battle” as translation of Garjanpati, and
its original name was Garzapur.
The city is presently famous for opium factory established by the British East India Company in 1820 and is the biggest legal
opium factory in world for global pharmaceutical industry. Sights in the city include several monuments built by Nawab Shaikh
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Abdulla, or Abdullah Khan, a governor of Ghazipur during the Mughal Empire in the eighteenth century, and his son. The tomb of
Lord Cornwallis, the British Governor General of India of East India Company is also situated here.
Patna: Patna popular as Pataliputra in Sanskrit literature is one of the oldest cities of Indian subcontinent. It was founded in 490
BCE by the king of Magadha and was the central political capital of Bharatvarsh for Nand, Maurya, Shunga, Gupta and Pala
dynasties. Pataliputra was a seat of learning and fine arts. The City was home to many astrologers and scholars including
Aryabhata, Panini, Vatsyayana, Chanakya and Kalidasa. Its population during the Maurya period (around 300 BCE) was about
400,000. Patna served as the seat of power. It was political and cultural centre of Indian subcontinent during the Maurya and Gupta
empires. With the fall of Gupta Empire, Patna lost its glory. It was revived again in the 17th century by the British as a centre of
international trade. Following the partition of Bengal presidency in 1912, Patna became the capital of Bihar and Orissa province.
Presently, Patna is capital of the Bihar state of India.
The original city of Patliputra was located in the alluvial land at the confluence of the three rivers - the Ganga from East, Punpun
from North and Son from South. This provided the city a very strategic location. It is the largest riverine city in the world. The
bridge over the river Ganga named Mahatma Gandhi Setu is 5575m long and is the longest river bridge in the India.
It is etymologically derived from Patan , the name of the Hindu goddess, Patan Devi. Patan Devi Mandir is still situated in old
Patna near Gulzarbagh mandi along with another Patan Devi Mandir near Takht Sri Patna Sahib in Patna city. Many believe Patna
derived its name from Patli, a tree variety that was found in abundance in the historic city. It is also seen on the state tourism’s
logo. The place is mentioned in Chinese traveller Fa Hien’s records as Pa-lin-fou. The city has been known by various names
through more than 2,000 years of existence - Pataligrama, Pataliputra, Kusumapura, Kusumdhwaja Pushpapuram, Padmavathi,
Azimabad and the present-day Patna. Legend ascribes the origin of Patna to the mythological King Putraka who created Patna by
magic for his queen Patali, literally “trumpet flower”, which gives it its ancient name Pataligrama. It is said that in the honour of
the queen’s first-born, the city was named Pataliputra. Gram is Sanskrit for village and Putra means son. Legend also says that
the Emerald Buddha was created in Patna (then Pataliputra) by Nagasena in 43 BCE. The Buddhist, Hindu, and Jain pilgrimage
centres of Vaishali, Rajgir, Nalanda, Bodh Gaya, and Pawapuri are nearby and Patna City is also a sacred city for Sikhs as the tenth
Sikh Guru Guru Gobind Singh was born here.
Bhagalpur: Known as Silk City, it is a major educational, commercial, and political centre, and listed for development under the
Smart City program, a joint venture between Government and industry. The Gangetic plains surrounding the city are very fertile
and the main crops include rice, wheat, maize, barley, and oilseeds. The river is home to the Gangetic dolphin, the National Aquatic
Animal of India, and the Vikramshila Gangetic Dolphin Sanctuary is established near the town.
The name Bhagalpur is etymologically derived from Bhagdatpuram (meaning city of Good Luck), as it was called during the
flourishing period of the Anga Kingdom. Bhagdatpuram, as per Hindu mythological texts, was the place where the gods (devtas)
and demons (asuras) churned the ocean to procure elixir (amrit). It is believed that the serpent, Vasuki, offered to serve as the
rope for the churning. An impression of the coil is faintly visible on Mount Mandara, a granite hill situated along the national
highway between Bhagalpur and Dumka. It is believed that Panchjanya, the conch shell used in the Mahabharata was discovered
here in the “Shankh Kund”. The Puranas also refer to this hill. It is said that Vishnu covered the demon Madhu under the hill after
defeating him to death.
Kalidasa’s Kumarasambhava refers to the foot marks of Vishnu on the slopes of Mount Mandara. The hill is replete with relics
of bygone ages. Apart from inscriptions and statues, there are numerous rock cut sculptures depicting various images of Hindu
Gods. The hill is equally revered by the Jains who believe that their 12th Tirthankara attained nirvana at the summit. The area
around Mandara Hill is laced with a landscape of extraordinary splendour. The 800 feet high granite hill is a sight to see during
daylight. It is a popular picnic spot for people living in the area.
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References to Bhagalpur can be found in Hindu epics like the Ramayana and the Mahabharata where Bhagalpur has been
described as the kingdom of Anga. Ancient cave sculptures from Emperor Ashoka’s reign, from 274 to 232 BC are found in the
neighbourhood and at Sultangunj, 20 km west of Bhagalpur, a temple from the Gupta period still exists in Bhagalpur. The tomb of
Suja, brother of Moghul emperor Aurangzeb, in the heart of the town is reminiscent of the town’s association with the Mughal period.
The city was referred to as one of the largest trading centres in India by the 7th century Chinese travellers Hiuen Tsang and
Fa Hien. At that time the city had a large harbour at Champanagar, now known as Champanala on the Ganges which flows through
the western boundary of the present city near Nathnagar. Many boats and coins of the Middle and Far East were collected during
archaeological excavations carried out during the 1970s.
The ruins of ancient Vikramashila Mahavihara are located 44 km east of Bhagalpur. The royal university ranks next to Nalanda,
and owes its origin to Dharmapala, the devout Pala king who called himself Paramasaugata (chief worshipper of the Buddha) and
was a great patron of Mahayana Buddhism. It was the medieval centre for the conservation and propagation of Buddhist education,
established at the end of the 8th century.
Bhagalpur formed a part of the ancient Sanskrit kingdom of Anga, said to be ruled by king Karna of Mahabharata who was
well known for his charity. In later times it was included in the powerful Hindu kingdom of Magadha, or Behar, and in the 7th
century it was an independent state, with the city of Champa as its capital. Afterwards it formed a part of the Mohammedan
Kingdom of Gaur, West Bengal, and was subsequently subjugated by Akbar, who declared it to be a part of the Delhi empire.
Bhagalpur passed to the East India Company by the grant of the emperor Shah Alam II in 1765. Bhagalpur was one of the most
important trade centres of Bengal Presidency during the British rule in India.
Mayapur: The city is the birthplace of famous Vaishnav saint of 15th century who founded Gaudiya Vaishnavism sect of Hinduism.
He is considered to be the ideological base of ISKON group which has its head quarter in the city. It is located on the banks of the
Ganga river, at the point of its confluence with the Jalangi, near Nabadwip, West Bengal, India, 130 km north of Kolkata(Calcutta).
It is visited by over a million pilgrims annually.
Kolkata: It is the last major city on the banks of Ganga (Hooghly) in the Indian state of West Bengal. The city has been named
after the Goddess Kolkta Devi. The recorded history of Calcutta began in 1690 after arrival of East India Company which later on
established it as the seat of political power. The city remained political capital of British India till 1911 when the capital was shifted
to New Delhi. Calcutta was the official name until 2001, when it was changed to Kolkata in order to match Bengali pronunciation.
It has several British Monuments, churches, and academic institutions of the British age.
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YAMUNA: WITNESS TO HISTORY OF EMPIRES
SIDDHESHWAR SHUKLA*
Keywords: Himalaya, river basin, Hindu, Krishna, Ganga, Chambal, Sangam
While Ganga irrigated centres of spiritual emancipation, Yamuna has been witness to rise and fall of empires. If Har ki Pauri
has hordes drawn for a dip in Ganges, Yamuna inspired Krishna to lure the Gopis to its banks

THE ORIGIN
Yamuna also known as Kalindi and Jamuna in Hindi is the longest and second largest tributary of the Ganga River in the Indian
sub-continent or Bharatvarsh. Yamuna runs almost parallel to the Ganga in the Great Plain of North India before its confluence
at Prayag, the site of Kumbh. In Bangladesh a river called Jomuna in Bengali language meets the Padma (the main water
channel of the Ganga in Bangladesh) before it opens in the Bay of Bengal. Jomuna, in fact is not an independent river but a
major distributary branch of the Brahamaputra River which links it with the Ganga.
Yamuna River originates from the Yamunotri Glacier at a height of 6,387 metres on the south western slopes of
Banderpooch peaks in the uppermost region of the Lower Himalaya in Uttarakhand, it travels a total length of 1,376 Km and
has a drainage system of 3,66,223 square Km, 40.2 percent of the entire Ganges Basin, before merging with the Ganga at
Prayag. The river passes through the Indian states of Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh, passing
by Uttarakhand and later Delhi. It is the longest river in India which does not directly flow to the sea. Though it is a tributary
of the Ganga, but Yamuna has her own basin system and receives several tributaries like Tons, Chambal, Betwa, and Ken.
Yamuna along with the Ganga constitutes the Great Indo-Gangetic Plain of the Indian subcontinent which has been a major
cause of conflict amongst rulers for political dominance due to high fertility and revenue. Nearly 57 million people depend on
the Yamuna waters. With an annual flow of about 10,000 cubic billion metres (cbm) and usage of 4,400 cbm (of which
irrigation constitutes 96 per cent), the river accounts for more than 70 per cent of Delhi’s water supplies.
* Fellow, Makhanlal Chaturvedi Rashtriya Patrakarita University, Bhopal
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The temple at Yamunotri, the origin of Yamuna

In 1909 the waters of the Yamuna were distinguishable as “clear blue”, as compared to the silt-laden yellow of the Ganges.
However, due to high density population growth and rapid industrialization today Yamuna is one of the most polluted rivers in
the world, especially around New Delhi, the capital of India, which dumps about 58 percent of its waste into the river. A recent
study shows that there is 100 percent urban metabolism of River Yamuna as it passes through the National Capital Territory
(NCT) of Delhi. On 25 April 2014, The National Green Tribunal recommended the Government to declare a 52-kilometre
stretch of the Yamuna in Delhi and Uttar Pradesh as a conservation zone. A report has been prepared by the ministry of
Environment and Forests (MoEF) panel and submitted to the NGT on the same day. Under the YAP-I and YAP-II, the cleaning
of polluted Yamuna was carried out in line with the level of the biological oxygen demand of Yamuna. However, the river is
facing serious dangers due to encroachment in NCR caused by urbanisation, real estate, infrastructure development and sand
mining.
In Hindu legends, the Yamuna too is highly venerated and worshipped by amongst Hindus as goddess Yamuna,
throughout its course. In Sanskrit literature the river is personified as the daughter of Surya (the Sun) and sister of Yama,
the deity of death, hence also known as Yami and according to popular legends, bathing in its sacred waters frees one
from the torments of death.
The word Yamuna is derived from the Sanskrit word “Yama” that means twin and it may have been applied to the river as
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it runs parallel to the Ganges. It has been mentioned at many places in the Rig Veda, which was composed during the Vedic
period and also in the later Atharva Veda, and Brahmanas including Aitareya Brahmana and Shatapatha Brahmana. In Rig
Veda, the story of the Yamuna describes her “excessive love” for her twin, Yama, who in turn asks her to find a suitable match
for herself, which she does in Krishna. It is also said that lord Shiva was the main reason for the colour of the Yamuna River.
After the death of Sati, lord Shiva couldn’t bear the pain around him and used to wonder here and there. And At last when he
went to Yamuna River, it became as black as it absorbed all his sorrow.
The tale is further detailed in the 16th century Sanskrit hymn, Yamunashtakam, an ode by the philosopher
Vallabhacharya. Here the story of her descent to meet her beloved Krishna and to purify the world has been put into verse. The
hymn also praises her for being the source of all spiritual abilities. And while the Ganges is considered an epitome of asceticism
and higher knowledge and can grant us Moksha or liberation, it is Yamuna, who, being a holder of infinite love and
compassion, can grant us freedom, even from death, the realm of her elder brother. It rushes down the Kalinda Mountain, and
verily describes her as the daughter of Kalinda, giving her another name, Kalindi, the backdrop of Krishna Leela. The text also
talks about her water being of the colour of Lord Krishna, which is dark (Shyam). The river is referred as Asita in some
historical texts. Mahabharata, Indraprastha, the capital of Pandavas was also situated on the banks of Yamuna, were the
present day city of Delhi exists. The most sacred place on the bank of Yamuna is Mathura, the birthplace of Lord Krishna. There
are a number of historical and legendary stories associated with Lord Krishna and the Yamuna River in Mathura and places in
its vicinity.
THE YAMUNA: COURSE AND TRIBUTARIES
Yamunotri Glacier, the source of the river Yamuna lies in Mussoorie range of Lower Himalayas in Uttarkashi district, north of
Haridwar of Uttarakhand state. Yamunotri temple, a shrine dedicated to the goddess, is part of the Chota Char Dham Yatra
circuit. Also standing close to the temple, on its 13-kilometre trek route, that follows the right bank of the river, lies the
Markendeya Tirtha, where the sage Markandeya wrote the Markandeya Purana. An important part of its early catchment
area totalling 2,320 square kilometres (900 sq mi) lies in Himachal Pradesh, and an important tributary draining the Upper
Catchment Area is the Tons, Yamuna’s largest tributary, which rises from the Hari-ki-dun valley and holds water more than the
main stream, which it merges after Kalsi near Dehradun. Kalanag (6,387 metres) is the highest point of the entire Yamuna
basin.
In the hills it receives several small tributaries and emerges in the plains at Dak Pathhar in Dehradun district. Here through
the Dakpathar Barrage, the water is diverted into a canal for power generation, little further down where Yamuna is met by the
Assan River, lies the Asan Barrage, which hosts a Bird Sanctuary as well. After passing the Sikh pilgrimage town of Paonta
Sahib, it reaches Tajewala in Yamuna Nagar district (named after the river itself), of Haryana, where a Hathini Kund Dam
dirverts the waters of the river into the Western Yamuna Canal and Eastern Yamuna Canal. The water is used for irrigation in
Haryana and Uttar Pradesh and for drinking purposes in Delhi and its satellite towns in National Capital Region.
Due to huge amount of sewage, industrial waste, and municipal waste flown directly into the Yamuna in Delhi region, the
river becomes a virtual drain. The water is too black to take bath. There is almost no flora and fauna in the water as it is not
fit to breathe for aquatic life. It’s only in the Monsoon season, the river looks like a river and aquatic life is also noticed.
Hereafter, the cities on the banks of Yamuna continue to discharge heavy pollution, the river is highly polluted till it reaches in
the valley of Chambal and receives waters from its tributaries like Chambal River, Betwa and Sasur Khaderi River.
Tons River: It is the largest tributary of the Yamuna and flows through Garhwal region in Uttarakhand, touching Himachal
Pradesh. The source of the Tons River lies in the 20,722 feet high Bandarpunch Mountain, and is one of the most major
perennial Indian Himalayan Rivers. In fact, it carries more water than the Yamuna itself, which its meets below Kalsi near
Dehradun, Uttarakhand. Tons Valley lies in JaunsarBawar region, as it emerges from the Himalayas has Dehradun on its eastern
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bank. The cantonment town of Chakrata is situated between, the Tons and Yamuna rivers. The Pabbar River is a tributary of
the Tons River connecting to it from the west. It is between the Ganga and Sutlej River, which opens in the Indus River. Thus,
Prabhar River divides the Ganges and the Indus River system.
The famous Shiva temple - Tapkeshwar Mahadev and hill station Mussorie are important places on the bank of the Tons
River. It receives substantial water from various slopes of Himalayas and joins the Yamuna near Poanta Sahib Gurudwara. The
Asan barrage is constructed just before it’s confluence with the Yamuna. Along with the Ganges, Tons has now become a
major destination for water-based adventure sports like white-water rafting in Uttarakhand. Lodging facilities are available in at
Jaunsar Bawar region on the banks of the Tons River and enjoy the grade 4 rafting particularly in July.
Tapkeshwar Mahadev in Guru Dronacharya Cave is a famous religious site and popular pilrimage in Dehrudun district
which is around 6 Km from the city. The beautiful temple of God Shiva established in between the two hills attracts hundreds
of devotees from and around Dehradun every month. Travelers from and around Uttarakhand state pay visit to Tapkeshwar
Mahadev temple for its religious significance and adventurers go to see the water drops dripping on the Shivalingam in Drona
cave. The water that drops down vanishes underground and can be seen only few yards away in the form of a stream. In
Tapkeshwar Mahadev temple, cool sulphur-water springs where devoted pilgrims take bath before entering the temple. A large
festival is held on Shivratri around the Tapkeshwar Temple in Dehradun. People in large numbers participate in the fair organised
on the occasion of Shivratri and pay their obeisance to the deity every year. Drona Cave, surrounded by beautiful hills, is usually
covered with picnickers from Dehradun and nearby districts. The Shivalinga is in a cave nearby where the river enters and water
droplets drip down on the Shivalinga. The small cave with this splendid scenery is said to have been once resided by
Dronacharya- the teacher of Pandavas and Kauravas in the Hindu epic Mahabharata written by Ved Vyas. The cave is thus
named Drona Cave after his name.
Sarasvati River: Till 20th century, the Sarasvati River was considered as a mythical river for lack of scientific evidence. The
colonial intellectuals and their Indian counterparts had buried the river as a myth but evidences started tumbling out due to
advanced satellite imaging followed by discovery of water channels by dedicated academicians, geologists and hydrologists
since the first decade of 21st century. The intensity of the falsehood to declare the Sarasvati River as false was so high that
the Hindus had started believing to the argument that the description of Sarasvati River in the Rig Veda was only a religious
thing and in the praise of the Goddess Saraswati, the Goddess of Knowledge. However, the evidences are coming out to prove
beyond doubt that the Sarasvati River had once existed and our ancestors had the knowledge of the river. In the course of time,
the Sarasvati River was personified as Goddess Sarasvati as we today have Goddess Ganga and Goddess Yamuna. In fact,
this personification of rivers and other natural resources was aimed for the purpose of environmental conservation which is
the matter of prime concern for various national governments in their effort to save planet Earth.
The discoveries, so far, have established that the Sarasvati River had an origin from Adi Badri in Yamunanagar district of
Haryana. There are two theories on the course of the river - firstly it was an independent river ran through the desert of Kuchh
after criss-crossing present states of Haryanam, Punjab, and Rajasthan. The believers of the second theory consider the
Sarasvati to be a tributary of the Yamuna River which shifted westward and submerged due to tectonic shift over 10,000
years age. The believers of this theory claim that the Geological evidence indicates that in the distant past the Yamuna was a
tributary of the Ghaggar River (also known as the Vedic Sarasvati River), but that it later changed its course eastward due to
a tectonic event, becoming a tributary of the Ganges. This might have led to the Sarasvati River drying up, the end of many
Harappan civilisation settlements, and creation of the Thar Desert. However, recent geological research suggests that the
diversion of the Yamuna to the Ganges may have occurred during the Pleistocene, and thus could not be connected to the
decline of the Harappan civilisation in the region. There is also a view that the Sarasvati River had her own civilization which
had distinct features from Indus Valley Civilization. The scientific investigations are also on progress to identify and establish
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characteristic features of the Sarasvati Valley Civilization which is believed to be around 7,000 BC of the present 3,000-3,500
BC Harappan Civilization. The Minister of Tourism is also working to project the sites of Sarasvati Valley Civilisation as separate
archeological entity.
The discovery of the Sarasvati River has also initiated a debate on dating of Rig Veda which has been dated to 1,000 1,500 BC by the British academicians and their Indian counterparts. The river Sarasvati has full description in the Rig Veda
including her disappearance in a poetic legendary way. How the sages of ancient India could knew about the Sarasvati River?
The western theorists and philosophers who enjoyed high intellectual status for determining the age of the Rig Veda have been
proved wrong and their disciples are clueless on how to counter the demand to revise the date of the Rig Veda from 1500 BC
to 10,000 BC or more. However, description of the Sarasvati River in the concept of Prayag seems to have been referred for
‘knowledge’ or named so to remember the disappearance of the Sarasvati River to remind the human race about environment
conservation for the future generations till the existence of the culture.
Discovery of the Sarasvati River: In a landmark decision on June 15, 2002, the Union Minister for Culture Jagmohan
constituted a team of experts to conduct excavations and trace the course of the Sarasvati River. The experts included - Baldeo
Sahai of the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), Ahmedabad, archaeologist S Kalyan Raman, glaciologist Y K Puri and
water consultant Madhav Chitle -- for this task. They will carry out the first phase of excavations, from Adi Badri to
Bhagwanpura in Haryana, followed by a second phase from Bhagwanpura to Kalibangan on the Rajasthan border. The decision
to constitute the committee was taken after some initial reports from Rajasthan indicated presence of fresh water channels in
the desert. In 1996, the government of Rajasthan embarked on a project to retrace an ancient network of water channels and
accidently discovered fresh water channels buried 60 meters below the ground. These channels, buried 60 metres below the
ground, were believed to be the route traced by the Saraswati River, described in the Rig Veda and remembered by Hindus
even after 10,000 years of its disappearance.
Satellite images, supported by a four-year drilling exercise, which was guided by ancient literature, have established that
the Sarasvati River is not a myth. It was a huge river that had died a premature death about 5,000 years ago, and is now buried
60 metres below the ground. A map of all the channels discovered so far leads one to conclude that it was probably 1,500 km
long, three to fifteen kms wide, and about five metres deep.
On 16th October 2016, a seven member committee headed by Professor K. S. Valdiya of the Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for
Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR), in a report commissioned by the Water Resources Ministry, concluded that evidence
from palaeochannels - remnants of defunct rivers - suggested that the Sarsuti-Markanda rivulets in Haryana were the water
courses of the “eastern branch of a Himalayan river” and the Ghaggar-Patiali channels were the western branches. These
branches met in Shatrana, 25 kilometres south of Patiala and “flowed as a large river” emptying out into the sea that is now
the Rann of Kutch. The mystery over the origins of the Sarasvati rivers has occupied scholars over at least two centuries with
some averring that the Yamuna, Sutlet and Ghagghar were all once part of the Saraswati, the shrinking of which is linked to
the decline of the Harrapan civilization. Other scholars, however, hold that the Sarasvati River is a myth. “The palaeo channels
of ancient mighty Sarasvati from Himalaya to Rann of Kachchh have been compiled and presented in the map.”
In 2015, Reuters reported that “members of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh believe that proof of the physical existence
of the Vedic river would bolster their concept of a golden age of Hindu India, before Islamic and British invasions.” The
Bharatiya Janata Party Government had therefore ordered archaeologists to search for the river.
According to the government of Haryana, research and satellite imagery of the region has confirmed to have found the lost
river when water was detected during digging of the dry river bed at Yamunanagar. The government constituted Saraswati
Heritage Development Board (SHDB) that had conducted a trial run on July 30, 2016 filling the river bed with 100 cusecs of
water which was pumped into a dug-up channel from tubewells at Uncha Chandna village in Yamunanagar. The water is
expected to fill the channel until Kurukshetra, a distance of 40 kilometres. Once confirmed that there is no obstructions in the
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Dak Pathar Barrage

flow of the water, the government proposes to flow in another 100 cusecs after a fortnight. There are also plans to build three
dams on the river route to keep it flowing perennially.
On October 12, 2015, the Haryana Government constituted Haryana Sarasvati Heritage Development Board (HSHDB) with
its registered head office at Chandigarh/Panchkula with Chief Minister of Haryana as its Chairperson. The board is engaged in
various activities to revive the river and increase its social, economic and religious importance for humans across the globe.
In the year 2017, HSHDB organised National Sarasvati Mahotsav-2017 from January 28 to February 1 in the State followed
by International Sarasvati Mahotsav 2018. In the five days Mahotsav started from January 18 the water from 209 rivers from
across the country were brought to Pehowa for rituals. There are two major tourist sites in Haryana on the bank of Sarawati
River where water is already available. They are Aadi Badri in district Yamunanagar and Pehowas in Kurukshetra where tourists
come regularly. In 2016, a source of fresh water found during digging of a canal at Mugalawali in Yamuna Nagar district and
the site is now being developed into a tourist place. The Ministry of Tourism has also planned Sarasvati Museum in Yamuna
Nagar district at an estimated cost of Rs 10 crore. The National Museum has been assigned the task to find out distinguishing
features of Sarasvati Culture which is differentiates it from Indus Valley Civilization. Sarasvati Pushkaram is a traditional festival
celebrated on the bank of the river at every 12 years like Yamuna Pushkaram.
Sarasvati in Hindu Literature: Sarasvati River is one of the prominent Rig Vedic rivers described in the Rig Veda and later
Vedic scripture and post-Vedic texts. The Sarasvati River played an important role in the growth of Vedic civilisation. The first
part of the Rig Veda is believed to have originated when the Vedic people lived on its banks, during the 2nd millennium BCE.
The Saraswati river was revered and considered important for Hindus because on the bank of this river banks and its
tributary Drishadwati the Vedic culture flourished. Important Vedic scriptures like initial part of Rig Veda and several Upanishads
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were supposed to have been composed here by Vedic seers. In the Manusmriti, Brahmavarta is portrayed as the “pure” centre
of Vedic culture. Bridget and Raymond Allch in The Rise of Civilization in India and Pakistan took the view that “The earliest
Aryan homeland in India-Pakistan (Aryavarta or Brahmavarta) was in the Punjab and in the valleys of the Sarasvati and
Drishadvati rivers in the time of the Rig Veda.”
The goddess Sarasvati was originally a personification of this river, but later developed an independent identity. The Nadi
Stuti hymn in the Rigveda (10.75) mentions the Sarasvati between the Yamuna in the east and the Sutlej in the west. Later
Vedic texts like the Tandya and Jaiminiya Brahmanas, as well as the Mahabharata, mention that the Sarasvati dried up in a
desert. The Sarasvati is also considered by Hindus to exist in a metaphysical form, in which it formed a confluence with the
sacred rivers Ganges and Yamuna, at the Triveni Sangam. The name Sarasvati was also given to a formation in the Milky Way.
In Rig Veda, the Sarasvati is described as a mighty river that originates in the Himalaya and flows south-westwards. The
Mahabharata speaks of a river that disappeared underground near the present-day town of Sirsa in Haryana. Besides, the
geographical history of the now arid western Rajasthan points to the fact that the region used to be green and did not lack
water resources. Barely 10,000 years ago, was the whole region host to a big river system, which attracted civilisations like
the Mohenjodaro and Harappa.
A sacred collection of Vedic hymns, describes the Saraswati, as a river greater than the Indus and the Ganges, which
flowed from the mountains to the oceans. Since none of the existing rivers in India fit this description, the Sarasvati has often
been dismissed as a mere legend, or simply a figment of poetic imagination. However, in recent years, attempts have been
made by geologists, historians, and archaeologists, to determine whether the great Sarasvati did indeed exist. According to
the sacred Vedic texts, the Sarasvati River was so powerful and majestic that it inspired the Rig Veda to be composed on its
banks. It was even elevated to the level of a goddess. Sarasvati is the Hindu goddess of knowledge, music, arts, wisdom
and nature. She is a part of the trinity of Saraswati, Lakshmi and Parvati. All the three forms help the trinity of Brahma, Vishnu
and Shiva in the creation, maintenance and destruction of the Universe. In the Rig Veda, Saraswati, a name meaning “having
many pools”, is also the goddess of the river Saraswati, and she is nearly always depicted sitting on the banks of a flowing
river. According to the ancient text, the majestic river was situated between the Yamuna and Sutlej rivers, and the Drishadvati
and Apaya were its tributaries. In addition, the Rig Veda clearly mentions that the Sarasvati flowed all the way from the
mountains to the sea. According to Dr Mayank Vahia, a scientist working at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, who
has written a report in DNA India , there is only one river that lies between the Yamuna and Sutlej rivers; in India it is called
the Ghaggar, and as it moves into Pakistan, it becomes the Hakra. Although its river bed stands dry today, the ground surveys
and satellite clearly indicates that it was once a huge river. S.R.N. Murthy, a researcher who conducted a geological survey,
published in the Indian Journal of History of Science, supports the view in the Rig Veda. “The Vedic river Sarasvati is not a
myth. It was a live river in the Vedic time, and irrigated large areas supporting the Vedic Culture to a considerable extent,” he
writes. “Its extinction is due to geological changes in the subcontinent” he further writes. He proposed courses of the
Sarawati River.
Saraswat Brahaman is a sub-group of Brahamins who trace their ancestry to the banks of the Sarasvati River. In Kalhana’s
Rajatarangini (12th century CE), the Saraswats are mentioned as one of the five Pancha Gauda Brahmin communities residing
to the north of the Vindhyas. They were spread over to a wide area in northern part of the Indian subcontinent. One group lived
in coastal Sindh and Gujarat, this group migrated to Bombay State after the partition of Indiain 1947. One group was found in
pre-partition Punjab and Kashmir most of these migrated away from Pakistan after 1947. Another branch, known as Goud
Saraswat Brahmin, is now found along the western coast of India.
Sarasvati as Goddes: According to a Hindu legend, which could be a poetic fiction, the beautiful goddess Saraswati sprung
from the forehead of her father Brahma, the god of creation. It is said that as soon as Brahma looked at her beauty, he was
filled with desire for her. Unhappy with the amorous attentions he bestowed upon her, she tried to dodge and hide. This is why
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the river Saraswati flows underground. And the brief appearance she made aboveground is the moment, legends assert, that
she stopped to rest from her tiring run.
The Sarasvati as Goddess has more description in the holly Vedas than the Ganges. She is mentioned some fifty times in
the hymns of the Rig Veda and thirteen hymns of the late books (1 and 10) of the Rigveda. Only two of these references are
unambiguously to the river: 10.64.9, calling for the aid of three “great rivers”, Sindhu, Sarasvati and Sarayu; and 10.75.5, the
geographical list of the Nadistutisukta. In 10.30.12, her origin as a river goddess may explain her invocation as a protective
deity in a hymn to the celestial waters. In 10.135.5, as Indra drinks Soma he is described as refreshed by Sarasvati. The
invocations in 10.17 address Sarasvati as a goddess of the forefathers as well as of the present generation. In 1.13, 1.89,
10.85, 10.66 and 10.141, she is listed with other gods and goddesses, not with rivers. In 10.65, she is invoked together with
“holy thoughts” and “munificence”, consistent with her role as a goddess of both knowledge and fertility.
Though Sarasvati initially emerged as a river goddess in the Vedic scriptures, but in Puranas, it was rarely associated with
the river. Instead it emerged as an independent goddess of knowledge, learning, wisdom, music and the arts. The evolution of
the river goddess into the goddess of knowledge started with later Brahmanas, which identified her as Vagdevi, the goddess
of speech, perhaps due to the centrality of speech in the Vedic cult and the development of the cult on the banks of the river.
It is also possible that two independently postulated goddesses were fused into one in later Vedic times. Aurobindo has
proposed, on the other hand, that “the symbolism of the Veda betrays itself to the greatest clearness in the figure of the
goddess Sarasvati...She is, plainly and clearly, the goddess of the World, the goddess of a divine inspiration.”
Origin and Tributaries of Saraswati: The scientific investigations are continued to identify tributaries and distributaries
of the Saraswati River mentioned in the Vedic and Post Vedic literature. In the Skanda Purana, the Sarasvati originates from
the water pot of Brahma and flows from Plaksa on the Himalayas. It then turns west at Kedara and also flows underground.
Five distributaries of the Sarasvati are mentioned. The text regards Sarasvati as a form of Brahma’s consort Brahmi.
According to the Vamana Purana 32.1-4, the Sarasvati rose from the Plaksa tree (Pipal tree). According to the Mahabharata,
the Sarasvati dried up to a desert (at a place named Vinasana or Adarsana) and joins the sea “impetuously”. The desert
made when Saraswati dried up was the Thar Desert. MB.3.81.115 locates the state of Kurupradesh or Kuru Kingdom to the
south of the Sarasvati and north of the Drishadvati. However, the present source of the Saraswati is considered to be at Adi
Badri.
The dried-up, seasonal Ghaggar River in Rajasthan and Haryana reflects the same geographical view described in the
Mahabharata. The Hindu religious text Manusmriti describes Brahmavarta as the region between the rivers Saraswati and
Drishadwati in India. The text defines the area as the place where the “good” people are born, with “goodness” being dependent
on location rather than behaviour. The name has been translated in various ways, including “holy land”, “sacred land”,”and
abode of gods “and” the scene of creation”.The precise location and size of the region has been the subject of academic
uncertainty. Some scholars, such as the archaeologists Bridget and Raymond Allchin, believe the term Brahmavarta to be
synonymous with the Aryavarta region.
Hindon River: The Hindon Air Force Station of the India Air Force locally popular as Hindon Air Base is situated on the banks
of this river in district Ghaziabad of Uttar Pradesh which shares borders with Delhi. It originated from Upper Shivalik in Lower
Himalayan Range in Saharanpur district of Uttar Pradesh. The river is entirely rainfed and has a catchment area of 7,083 sq
km. It flows between the Ganga and Yamuna for around 400 km passing thorugh Muzaffarnagar, Meerut, Baghpat, Ghaziabad,
Noida and Greater Noida before meeting the Yamuna River.
The mysterious lac palace Lakshagrih in Mahabharat epic made by Duryodhan to kill Pandavs was situated at bank of this
river near present Sardhana town of district Meerut. An ancient temple of God Shiva is also situated at the confluence of Hindon
and Krishna River also known as Kali River. As per Hindu legends, the Pandavas prayed to the God Shiva on their way to
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Lakshagrih and the God Shiva saved their lives. There is also the Mahabharat age place Varnavrat, which is presently known
as Barnava, where the Pandavas said to be resided with their mother Kunti.
An Indus Valley Civilization (3300-1300 BCE) site, Alamgirpur is located along the Hindon River, 28 kilometres (17 mi)
from Delhi. As the river passes through the industrial region of Ghaziabad and Gautam Buddha Nagar, it is highly polluted and
adds pollution in the Yamuna.
Ken River: The famous tourist site - Raneh Falls is situated on the Ken River in Chhatarpur district of Madhya Pradesh. Here the
Ken River forms a 5 km long and 30 meters deep canyon made of pure crystalline granite in varying shades of colours ranging
ranging from pink and red to grey. There is a series of waterfalls in the canyon. The larger and smaller falls run all through the
year. Other seasonal falls appear during monsoons. It is about 20 km away from Khajuraho. The Ken Gharial Sanctuary is located
at the confluence of the Ken and Khudar rivers further down from Reneh Falls. The Ken River here runs through a narrow gorge
of igneous rocks rich in Granite and Dolomite. The Pandav Falls in Panna National Park is also located nearby.
The river originates near village Ahirgawan on the north-west slopes of Barner Range in Katni district and travels a distance
of 427 km, before merging with the Yamuna at Chilla village, district Banda in Uttar Pradesh. Out of its total length of 427 Km
it flows for 292 kilometres(181 mi) in Madhya Pradesh, 84 kilometres (52 mi) in Uttar Pradesh, and 51 kilometres (32 mi)
forms the boundary between the two states. Its largest tributary is the Sonar River that too is a big river and has six tributaries
- Bawas, Dewar, Kaithabad, Baink on the left bank and Kopra and Brarma on the right. The Ken River passes through Panna
National Park the famous tiger reserve park of the state. The Yamuna River which was earlier dying due to heavy pollution load
caused by Delhi, NCR towns, and Agra gets a new life after receiving Ken River.
Betwa: The Indian Navy has named one of its frigates as INS Betwa. In ancient India, capital of the Chedi Kingdom was situated
on the bank of this river. The Chedi Kingdome was one of the 16 Great Kingdoms of Bharatvarsh (Indian Subcontinent) in
ancient India which has been mentioned in detail in Mahabharat along with Vetravati (Betwa). Shishupal, the prince of Chedi
dynasty was cousin of Lord Krishna but had hated him. He was assassinated by God Krishna for repeatedly insulting him in
the Rajsuvyayajna organised by Pandavas in Indraprastha.
The river rises in the Vindhya Range just north of Hoshangabad in Madhya Pradesh and flows north-east through Madhya
Pradesh and Orchha to Uttar Pradesh. Nearly half of its course, which is not navigable, runs over the Malwa Plateau. The
confluence of the Betwa and the Yamuna rivers is Hamirpur town in Uttar Pradesh, in the vicinity of Orchha. There is an
ambitious project for linking the Ken River and the Betwa River with view to address drought in the Bundelkhand region by
diverting the flood water. It meets the Yamuna River in Hamirpur district of Uttar Pradesh.
Chambal River: The Panchal kingdom of Mahabharat age was situated on the banks of the river in Madhya Pradesh. It is one
of a few rivers in India which is less polluted and still has many flora and fauna including two species of crocodiles - the
mugger and gharial, eight species of freshwater turtles, smooth-coated otters, gangetic river dolphins, skimmers, black-bellied
terns, sarus cranes and black-necked storks, amongst others. Therefore, it’s an emerging center of eco-tourism.
The Chambal is the longest tributary of the Yamuna that flows through the present Indian states of Madhya Pradesh and
Rajasthan. It was known as Charmanvati in ancient apparently because the people engaged in tanning used to dry the skin of
animals on its bank. The 960 Km long Chambal River originates from the Singar Chouri peak on the northern slopes of the
Vindhyan escarpment, 15 kilometres West-South-West of Mhow in Indore District, Madhya Pradesh state, at an elevation of
about 843 m.
The Vindhyan scarps, in the northwest, flank the left bank of the Chambal, and subsequently, is mainly drained by it. The
Chambal rising within about 6 km of the Narmada River, appears as a consequent on the Mesozoic surface, superimposed on
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Sunrise at Old Yamuna Bridge in Delhi

the scarps, and cuts straight through them, with subsequent tributaries on the softer shales. The River Chambal and its
tributaries Kali Sindh and Parbati have formed a triangular alluvial basin, about 200-270 metres (660-890 ft) above the narrow
trough of the lower Chambal in Kota. It is a typical anterior-drainage pattern river, being much older than the rivers Yamuna and
Ganges, into which it eventually flows. The tributaries of the Chambal include Shipra, Choti Kali Sindh, Sivanna, Retam, Ansar,
Kalisindh, Banas, Parbati, Seep, Kuwari, Kuno, Alnia, Mej, Chakan, Parwati, Chamla, Gambhir, Lakhunder, Khan, Bangeri, Kedel
and Teelar.
The four major dams of the country - Gandhi Sagar Dam, Rana Pratap Sagar Dam, Jawahar Sagar Dam and Kota Barrage
are situated on this river. It opens in the Yamuna at the borders of Sahon, Bhind district of Madhya Pradesh and Jalaun, Etawah
district of Uttar Pradesh.
The Valley of Chambal: In 20th century, the valley of Chambal had become a heaven for dacoits who used to challenge even
police and administration in Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and adjoining districts of Uttar Pradesh. There are still stories of
dacoits in the folks, legends and songs of the region. It’s one of the major reasons for backwardness of the Chambal Valley
which has boundaries with three Indian states - Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan. There are several Hindi films
based on the stories of the dacoits in the Chambal region. The most popular amongst them was probably - the Bandit Queen
- a biopic of the female bandit turn politician and former Member of the Parliament in Lok Sabha Late Phoolan Devi.
Dacoits may have given a bad name to region but they unknowingly protected the ecology from pollution caused by
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industrilisation and urbanization. The Chambal River is also considered to be the cleanest river in India. Ironically, it is a tributary
of the River Yamuna that flows throlugh Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, and Uttar Pradesh. The water is so clear that it mirrors
the blueness of the sky and is coupled with intertwining mud cliffs, giving a much desired scenic view. It is also home to the
Gangetic Dolphin, Marsh Crocodiles (muggers), and eight species of Turtles, Indian Striped Hyenas, and Golden Jackals
among other creatures.
The region has not been touched by industry and thus has remained to be one of the last few practises in the country. It
is hard to believe but one of the major reasons the valley still maintains its scenic glory and remains untainted by the cities is
because of the horrors attached to the land. Poachers were never attracted to the area, due to the fear of being killed or worse.
The fear of dacoits never let any industrial establishment set up in the area, thus saving the valley from the terrors of man which
has destroyed the ecology of most of the rivers in India.
CITIES OF THE BANKS OF THE YAMUNA
Paonta Sahib: This city was established by Guru Govind Singh and is one of the most important places in Sikh religion. It is
believed that Guru Gobind Singh and his horse stopped at this place and he decided to stay here. He lived here for four and a
half years, having never stayed so long at any other place in his entire life. He wrote many Sikh religious books here and then
went to Anandpur Sahib to establish the Khalsa Panth. The Gurudwara also houses a museum which contains a lot of antiques
and weapons used by Guru Gobind Singh during his stay. The place is also linked with Sikh leader Banda Singh Bahadur.
Paonta Sahib is a municipal council which has 13 wards. This council looks after the development of the city, maintenance
of roads, streets, cleanliness etc. It is one of the major industrial towns of Himachal Pradesh in India. It is located in the south
of Sirmour district, on National Highway 7. Major industries are cement production (Cement Corporation of India in Rajban),
power generation and renewable energy, pharmaceuticals (Sun Pharmaceutical, Mankind Pharma Limited), textiles, chemicals
and food, as well as Asia’s biggest limestone market at Sataun. Paonta Sahib is an important place of worship for Sikhs,
hosting a large Gurdwara named Gurudwara Paonta Sahib, on the banks of the river Yamuna. The river acts as a boundary
between the states of Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand.
Yamuna Nagar: The city of Yamuna Nagar is a newly developed city of India after partition in 1947. Initially it was a small town
with a railway station Jagdari in Ambala district but the huge number of refugees coming from the part of India went in the
control of Pakistan inhabited the place in large number.
The Yamuna River acts as interstate boundary between Yamuna Nagar district of Haryana and Saharanpur district of Uttar
Pradesh. It’s the only city and district named after the Yamuna River. Jagadhri is as also known as the ‘Brass City’, and famous
for its brass and stainless steel utensils.There is a one industry in yamunanagar in Digital Marketing. The historical river
Sarasvatialso originates from the place named Adibadri in the district. Towards its northern edge is a sub-mountainous region,
which has more forest cover and lots of streams; it is the area where the river Yamuna flows out of the hills and into the plains.
Kapal Mochan is an ancient place of pilgrimage for both Hindus and Sikhs, 17 km north-east of Jagadhari town, on the
Bilaspur road in Yamuna Nagar district. It is also called Gopal Mochan and Somsar Mochan. In Hindu Dharma, Brahamanhatya
(killing of Brahaman) is considered a sin but it is believed that the sin could be bathed here. As per Hindu legends in Puranas,
God Shiva visited this place for the first time after killing Brahma followed by Lord Ram who visited here after killing demon
king Ravana (born in a Brahman family). In Mahabharat, the Pandavas also visited this place to get rid the sin caused by killings
of Guru Dronacharya. Guru Nanak visited this place in 1684 and criticized the traditions on Sutak (impurity related practices
on the birth of a child or death of family member). There is historical Mahadev Temple, Gau Bacha Temple and Gurdwara with
ancient Pool. Guru Govind Singh visited this place and freed it from hill rulers and ensured it is not polluted by them. Every
year, nearly five lakh pilgrims visit the place during the annual, “Kapal Mochan Mela” in November.
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Karnal: As per the folk legends, Karnal was founded by Karna, a key figure in the epic of Mahabharat fame who was killed in
the battle by his half-brother and rival Arjun. It came into spring into prominence in 1739 when Nadir Shah defeated Muhammad
Shah at Karnal. Raja Gopal Singh of Jind seized Karnal in 1863, and the Marathas established themselves at Karnal in 1785.
Skirmishes however, followed between the Marathas and the Sikhs. In 1795 the Marathas finally wrested it from Raja Bhag
Singh of Jind and made it over to the George Thomas, who took part in the fight. Meanwhile Raja Gurdit Singh of Ladwa
obtained possession of Karnal. It was captured by the British in 1805 and made over to Muhamdi Khan (Mandal). Karnal, on
being formed into a British cantonment, the fort which had been built by Raja Gajpat singh of Jind, was taken over by the British
and converted into a residence for Dost Mohd. Khan Amir of Kabul. The fort was used as a jail,as quarters for native cavalry
and as poor house. In 1862, it was made over to the Education Department, when the district school was moved into it from
the city. A temple dedicated to a goddess exists on the bank of a large tank. A Shiva temple believed to have been built by
Mubark Khan also exists there. Karnal is situated on the western bank of the Yamuna that separates it from Uttar Pradesh.
National Dairy Research Institute (NDRI) is the premier dairy research institute situated in Karnal. The district is also known
as ‘rice bowl’ of India for large scale high quality production of the rice.
Panchprastha (Five Villages): In a last ditch effort to stop the great war of Mahabharat, Lord Krishna demanded five revenue
villages from Kauravas for Pandavas, where they built their kingdom with capital at Indraprastha. These revenue villages were
known as five prasths. They are ● Panprastha (Panipat) - Haryana
● Maripat (Ghaziabad)
● Sonprastha (Sonipat) - Haryana
● Tilprastha (Tilpat) - Haryana
● Vyagprastha (Bagpat) - Uttar Pradesh
Some of these villages are now well developed cities with Indraprastha housing the national capital of the country. Panipat,
however is more famous of the wars which changed fate of India as all the three major wars which decided the destiny of India
from Medieval to Modern India were fought in Panipat. These battles are famous as the Battle of Panipat I, II, & III.
The First Battle of Panipat was fought on 21 April 1526 between Ibrahim Lodhi, the Afghan Sultan of Delhi, and the TurkoMongol warlord Babur, who later established Mughal rule in Northern Indian subcontinent. Babur’s force defeated Ibrahim’s
much larger force of over one lakh (one hundred thousand) soldiers. This first battle of Panipat thus ended the ‘Lodi Rule’
established by Bahlul Lodhi in Delhi.
The Second Battle of Panipat was fought on November 5, 1556 between the forces of Akbar and Hem Chandra
Vikramaditya, a Hindu King of Delhi. Hemu had a large army, and initially his forces were winning, but suddenly he was struck
by an arrow in the eye and fell unconscious. On not seeing him in his howdah on the back of an elephant, his army fled. He
was executed shortly thereafter. His head was sent to Kabul to be hanged outside Delhi Darwaza, and his torso was hung
outside Purana Quila in Delhi.
The Third Battle of Panipat was fought on 14 January 1761 between the Maratha Empire and the Afghan and Baloch
invaders. The Marathas were led by Sadashivrao Bhau Peshwa and the Afghans were led by Ahmadshah Abdali. The Afghans
had a total strength of 125,000 soldiers, and the Marathas had 100,000 soldiers and 25,000 pilgrims. The Maratha soldiers
were unable to get food because of non-cooperation of other empires of Hindustan (India and Pakistan were not separated)
and this resulted in having to eat the leaves off trees to survive. Both the sides fought their heart out. The Afghans were
supported by Najib and Sujaudolla for the supply of food, and the Maratha had pilgrims along with them, who were unable to
fight, including female pilgrims also. On the single day of 14 January, more than one lakh (1, 00,000) of soldiers were killed
resulting in the victory for the Afghans.
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The present city of Panipat is famous in India by the name of “City of Weavers” and “Textile City”. It is also known as the
“cast-off capital” due to being “the global centre for recycling textiles”.
Gurugram: The city is situated south to the national capital city Delhi and has been in existence since the times of Mahabharata.
It is said that Yudhishter, the eldest brother among the pandavas, gave this village to his guru, Dronacharya, whose tank still
exists on the west side of the Railway Road. Actual village “GURGAON” is about 1.5 km. away from Gurugram town, where
the temple of SHEETLA MATA, attracts devotees in large numbers on every Monday and Tuesday.
Gurugram district has witnessed a phenomenal growth in all spheres of developments, particularly in industry and
urbanisation. Today, it has become a hub of multinational companies, industries giants, call centers, software companies,
shopping malls and skyscrapers. Gurgaon has the third-highest income per-capita in India, and is the site of Indian offices for
half of Fortune 500 companies. It is the most vibrant satellite town of Delhi and in fact is considered a better place to work and
live. The city is well connected with air, railway, road transport and metro besides having a dedicated rapid metro transit. The
large scale deforestation caused by urbanisation and unplanned development have been a major concern for environmental
activists in the region.
Indraprastha/ Delhi: Delhi also called Dilli in Hindi, officially the National Capital Territory of Delhi (NCT, Delhi) is the national
capital city of India. The official name of the capital of India is New Delhi. It is situated in the middle of the city which houses
the President House, Indian Parliament, foreign missions and many important government offices. New Delhi is administered
by New Delhi Municipal Council (NDMC) and is also famous as Lutyens’ Delhi.
Delhi has a history since the age of Mahabharat as it was built by Pandvas. The city was capital of Pandavas before at the
time of infamous ‘Game of Dice’ but they lost it in the game which resulted in insult to Draupadi and exile to Pandavas. An old
fort named ‘PuranaQila’ is still situated in Delhi where the archeological excavations are being conducted to corroborate the
text of Mahabharat with archeological evidences. The old channel of the River Yamuna was close to the fort but now it has
been pushed away due to unplanned encroachments caused by urbanization.
Delhi has been continuously inhabited since the 6th century BC. Through most of its history, Delhi has served as a capital
of various kingdoms and empires. It has been captured, ransacked and rebuilt seven times, particularly during the medieval
period, and modern Delhi is a cluster of a number of cities spread across the metropolitan region. The city has a huge number
of historical places and a history itself. In the medieval period the city was confined within a huge boundary created by the
Mughals to protect from their rivals - Gurjar and Jats in the region. The wall still exists at some places and the old part of city
is known as ‘Walled City’. By the early decades of independence, the city has seven gates - Kashmiri Gate, Dilli Gate, Ajmeri
Gate, Lahori Gate, Turkman Gate, Nigambodh Gate, and Kabuli Gate (KhooniDarwaja) that acted as boundary of the city. In fact
Delhi could be called a city of gates as which are still in existence since 6th century in each phase it has a set of gates
associated with it. They are - LalKot or Qila Rai Pithora, Mehrauli - Qutub Complex, Siri Fort, Tughlaqabad Fort, Jahanpanah,
Feruzabad, Shergagh, Shahajananabad, and British Delhi. After huge infrastructure development the borders of Delhi are
demarked by huge flyovers - Ghazipur Flyover, Apsara Flyover, Badarpur Flyover, MukarbadChowk, Gurgaon Toll Bridge or
KhikiDhaula Flyover and DND Flyover. Delhi is also home to several world class education institutions, technical, research and
training institutions as well.
It is bordered by Haryana on three sides and by Uttar Pradesh to the east. The NCT covers an area of 1,484 square
kilometres (573 sq mi). According to the 2011 census, Delhi city’s proper population was over 11 million,the second highest
in India after Mumbai, while the whole NCT’s population was about 16.8 million. Delhi’s urban area is now considered to extend
beyond the NCT boundary to include an estimated population of over 26 million people, making it the world’s second largest
urban area. As of 2016 recent estimates of the metro economy of its urban area have ranked Delhi either the top or second
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River Tons flowing close to Dehradun

most productive metro area of India. Delhi is the second wealthiest city after Mumbai in India, with a total wealth of $450 billion
and home to 18 billionaires and 23,000 millionaires. Delhi is also the centre of the National Capital Region (NCR), which is a
unique ‘interstate regional planning’ area created by the National Capital Region Planning Board Act of 1985. The huge amount
of untreated sewage, industrial and other types of various pollutions including planned and unplanned encroachment has posed
a crisis of survival for the Yamuna River. A number of historical places like Red Fort, Qutub Minar, Akshardham Temple, Birla
Temple, Jama Masjid, Gurudwara Sheeshgunj, attract tourists in the city.
Noida & Greater Noida: These twin cities were developed as an extension of Delhi to accommodate growing demand of land
by industries in the vicinity of Delhi and later to accommodate the expanding Delhi due to population pressure. These cities
have been developed on the land acquired by the concerned authorities since mid-seventies. In fact, these twin cities are
unique in the sense that they derive their names from the abbreviations of their respective authorities - New Okhla Industrial
Development Authority (NOIDA) and Greater Noida Industrial Development Authority (Greater Noida). The city has the highest
per capita income in the whole National Capital Region. The Noida Authority is among the richest civic bodies in the country.
As per provisional reports of Census India, the population of Noida in 2011 is 642,381. Noida replaced Mumbai as the secondbest realty destination, according to an analyst report. Noida has emerged as a hot spot for IT and IT-enabled services industry
with many large companies setting up their businesses here. It is becoming the preferred destination for companies offering
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IT, ITeS, BPO, BTO and KPO services in various domains such as banking, financial services, insurance, pharma, auto, fastmoving consumer goods and manufacturing. The hazardous industrial pollution discharged by the industries of Noida and
Greater Noida in the Yamuna River is a major concern for environmentalists.
The government of Uttar Pradesh has developed a 165 km long 6 lane expressway along the river Yamuna from Greater
Noida to Agra and an new authority - Yamuna Expressway Industrial Development Authority (YEIDA) has been constituted to
develop township along with expressway in an area of 2,689 sq km. This expressway is the first expressway in India having
the capacity to provide take off and landing facilities to the fighter jets during external emergencies. The development of
industrial, institutional, commercial, educational establishment is on the full swing. It is expected the new city would the largest
city along the river Yamuna.
Bisrakh: It a village cum town in Greater Noida, district Gautam Budha Nagar. As per the folklore the name of the village is a
derivation of Vishravas, father of Ravana, who was a famous sage of the ancient times who lived and worshipped Lord Shiva
in this village. Ravana who was born in this village had spent his early childhood here. Vishravas had found a linga in the forest
area and had established the Bisrakh Dhaam(abode of God) with the linga deified therein where he offered worship.
As per the epic of Ramayana and Ramcharitmanas the sage Vishravas, had wedded Kaikesi, a rakshasa princess; Ravana
thus had a mix of Brahmin and rakshasa (demon) blood. Vishravas’s elder son by his first wife was Kubera, now worshipped
as a god of wealth, who ruled Lanka until Ravana became the king himself. According to local belief, celebrations of Ramalila
in Bisrakh would invite the wrath of Ravana. Instead, fire sacrifices or Yajnas are held during Navratra festival to the Shivalinga
praying homage to Ravana. He in later years reigned as the king of Sri Lanka. As the village people strongly identify Bisrakh
with the tragic hero of Ramayana, they do not hold the annual Dassehara or Diwali festivals but mourn Ravana’s death.
However, in all other parts of the country the celebration of Dussehara culminates with burning of effigy of Ravana marking his
killing by Rama. The nine days of Navratra ending in Dassehara are observed by the people of the village as a period of
mourning when they offer prayers for peace to the soul of Ravana and perform Yagna. Several temples exist in the village that
are over 1,000 years old. The Swayambhu (self-manifest) Shiva linga, which was worshiped by Ravana and his father
Vishravas, was unearthed more than 100 years ago. It is octagonal in shape. The linga is visible above the surface for 2.5 feet
(0.76 m) height and a further 8 feet (2.4 m) length is said to extend below the ground. It is deified in a temple here and
worshipped daily. The temple is set near a large banyan tree and has a courtyard laid with marble. A new temple dedicated to
Ravana is under construction at a cost of Rs 2 crores. This temple will be deified with a 42 feet (13 m) Shiva Linga and a 5.5
feet (1.7 m) image of Ravana.
Mathura: Mathura is the most important religious place on the bank of Yamuna and in fact the religious significance of the
Yamuna River is primarily because of Mathura - the birthplace of Lord Krishna. The Krishna Janambhumi Temple was
destroyed during the period of Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb but the temple has been rebuilt adjacent to the mosque. Krishna’s
birth place is still protected in the old premises of the temple adjoining the boundary of the mosque.
Mathura is one of the Sapta Puri, the seven cities considered holy by Hindus. The Kesava Deo Temple was built in ancient
times on the site of Krishna’s birthplace (an underground prison). Mathura was the capital of the kingdom of Surasena, ruled
by Kamsa, the maternal uncle of Krishna. Lord Krishna was born in the prison of his maternal uncle Kansh but brought up and
played in a neighboring village Gokul situated across the Yamuna River. His childhood friend Radha hailed from another village
Barsana.
Mathura has an ancient history and also homeland and birthplace of Krishna who was born in Yadu dynasty. According to
the Archaeological Survey of India plaque at the Mathura Museum, the city is mentioned in the oldest Indian epic, the
Ramayana. In the epic, the Ikshwaku prince Shatrughna slays a demon called Lavanasura and claims the land. Afterwards, the
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place came to be known as Madhuvan as it was thickly wooded, then Madhupura and later Mathura. In the 6th century BCE
Mathura became the capital of the Surasena Kingdom. The city was later ruled by the Maurya Empire (4th to 2nd centuries
BCE). Megasthenes, writing in the early 3rd century BCE, mentions Mathura as a great city under the name (Méthora).
There are a number of religious places and temples in the city out of them Vrindavan, Baldeo, Nandgaon, Barsana,
Goverdhan, Gokul, Chaumuhan, and Kosi Kalan are popular among devotees and tourists. Holi is the most celebrated festival
in the city and Lath Maar Holi of Barsana is popular Holi throughout the world.
Agra: The city was first mentioned in the epic Mahabharata, where it was called Agrevaa (derived from Sanskrit meaning “the
border of the forest”. The city is now famous tourist destination for housing TajMahal believed to be built by Mughal emperor
Shahjahan in memory of his wife Mumtaj Mahal.
In the 11th century, the city was held by king Jayapala who was defeated by Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni. However, the 11th
century Persian poet Mas’ad Sa’d Salman writes of a desperate assault on the fortress of Agra, then held by the King Jayapala,
by Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni. It was mentioned for the first time in 1080 AD when a Ghaznavide force captured it. Sultan
Sikandar Lodi (1488-1517) was the first to move his capital from Delhi to Agra in 1506. He governed the country from here
and Agra assumed the importance of the second capital. He died in 1517 and his son, Ibrahim Lodi, remained in power there
for nine more years and several palaces, wells and a mosque were built by him in the fort during his period. Finally being
defeated at the Battle of Panipat in 1526. Between 1540 and 1556, Afghans, beginning with Sher Shah Suri ruled the area. It
was the capital of the Mughal Empire from 1556 to 1658.
Agra is the birthplace of the religion known as Din-e-iIlahi, which flourished during the reign of Akbar and also of the
Radhaswami Faith, which has around two million followers worldwide. Agra has historic linkages with Shauripur of Jainism
and Runukta of Hinduism, of 1000 BC. The Taj Mahal, Agra Fort and FatehpurSikri are all UNESCO World Heritage Sites. It’s
also a huge source of industrial and sewage pollution into the river Yamuna and second most polluting city for the river after
Delhi.
Bateshwar: It is a village in Agra district on the banks of the river Yamuna. It is famous pilgrimage for Hindus and Jains.
Bateshwar Temples are the collection of 101 Shiv Temples built by Raja Badan Singh Bhadauria. These are called
Bateshwar Temples because As per the Hindu legends here under a marvelous Banyan tree (Bat in Sanskrit), lord Shiva took
rest for some time under that tree which is still standing at that place, the place hence came to be known as Bateshwar (i.e.
Bat ishwar or The banyan lord). Shaouripur, near Bateshwar, which is the birthplace of the 22nd Tirthankar of Jain faith, Lord
Neminath. Each year the region hosts a cattle fair in October and November. The commercial livestock event is also of
significance to Hindus, who make pilgrimage to the river Yamuna in honour of Shiva.
In the epic Mahabharat Bateshwar is supposed to be referred as Shouripur a city of king Suresaine. Bateshwar has long
been celebrated for its annual fair, believed to have been a fixture since time immemorial given the significance of
Shoripur/Bateshwar in Hindu mythology. Although the origins of this ancient fair are religious, and of immense importance in
the Hindu religious calendar, the fair is also of great commercial value and is renowned as the 2nd largest animal fair in the
country (Sonepur in Bihar being the largest).
Kalpi: (Birth place of Birbal) It’s a small town on the banks of Yamuna River in Jalaun district of Uttar Pradesh. In ancient times
the city was established by King Vasudhev of Kushan dynasty in around 232 CE. He was the first Kushan King to be converted in
SanatanDharam and adopt a name of Hindu personality. In 1196 it fell to Qutb-ud-din Aybak, the viceroy of Mohammed Ghori,
and during the subsequent Muslim period it played a significant part in the history of central India. During Akbar’s reign, Kalpi was
a governor’s seat and had a mint for copper coinage. The witty Birbal of Akbar’s court is considered to be born near this city.
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INTRODUCTION
India has a very old, vast, rich cultural tradition and civilizational history. The civilization that claims to have a history of
over 5000 years has many facets. So worshiping rivers and nature is one such religious tradition of this cultural land mass
and bathing in rivers and worshiping them is part of its tradition since time immemorial. Rivers have been playing an important
role in the growth and development of the very civilisation from trade, economy, and many other activities. So organising mela
(fair) on the banks of rivers too is part of the religious and cultural tradition.
Some evolutions have also taken place with the passage of time in these practices. Similarly, Kumbh mela organised at
Prayagraj (Allahabad), Haridwar, Nasik and Ujjain is continuation of that such traditions and this year’s Ardhkumbh mela at
Prayagraj, which is named as Kumbh, is being organised in a big and pompous fashion with around 12 crore people expected
to visit the tent city between January 14 and March 4, 2019.
This year’s Kumbh mela has been marketed in the foreign countries and a huge number of people from the foreign land
are visiting it. Even dates of Pravasi Bharatiya Diwas (PBD) have been changed so that people of Indian origin visiting India to
attend must also get the chance visit the mela as they too wanted to visit it. Diplomats too have been invited to attend it.
ANTIQUITY
As per the orthodox view, the antiquity of Kumbh Mela goes back to Vedic times. To substantiate this assertion following
two passages from Atharveda are quoted while other quoted passages are from Rig Veda I.116.7, X.89.7; the Yajurveda
(Madhyandina) 19.87; and Atharv Veda XVI.6.8. (1) But scholars deny it by saying Kumbh represents here as pitcher.
* Faculty, Department of History, Swami Shraddhanand College, Delhi University
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Moreover, oral tradition of Kumbh is very old but written tradition of Kumbh is as old as 13th century AD that also starts from
Haridwar.
There is an Epic-Puranic tradition that talks about churning of milky ocean from which nectar came out and that fell to the
four places. However, no text supports this account but the story of the churning of ocean is found in the Epic-Purnic texts.
(2) Then there is astrological tradition which is far more complex. As per astrological traditions these fairs happen when
Kumbhayoga commences. This astronomical conjunction is said to be of four types and each being associated with one of
the four sacred places – Prayagraj, Haridwar, Nasik and Ujjain. Some verses claimed to be from Purana but without precise
references being given are often quoted to show the validity of the Kumbh Mela at the specified sacred places. The verses are
generally ascribed to the Skand Purana but they are not traceable in the extent editions of this Purana therefore nothing can be
said about their authenticity. (3)
As far as antiquity of the mela is concerned, Chinese pilgrim Hsuan Tsang, who attended the six quinquennial assembly
organised by King Harsh Vardhan at Prayag in the month of Magha in 643 AD, mentions about it in his writing. Some scholars
try to link it with Kumbh but some other deny by saying that it is wrong to assume that Kumbh was being organised at the time
of Harsh Vardhan. In the Hsuan Tsang account, there is no mention of the fair called Kumbh. (4). Traditions credit
Sankaracharya (9th century) with the organising Kumbh Mela at Prayaga. He is believed to have transformed it from a
gathering of a single group and of local significance into a pan-Indian meeting of ascetics and extended it to other three sacred
places but it can’t be corroborated in want of any literacy or any other evidence. (5)
KUMBH PARVA
But besides all these arguments that there is nothing to substantiate that when Kumbh Mela started, the present day
Prayagraj is the first recognised teerth (pilgrim centre) in Indian tradition which is mentioned in Rig Veda and not only this teerth
is mentioned but rituals and karmakand associated with this are also mentioned. Vedic traditions consider Kurukshetra as the
second teerth while the third teerth is mentioned as Gaya. These three pilgrimages are very much mentioned in Vedic literature
which was crowded with many after the Mahabharat (epic) period. But why the place is so important and called teerthraj that
has certain arguments that scholars put forth; first Prayag is mentioned as the first teerth in the Vedic literature; second in the
200 kilometre periphery of the area rice was cultivated which was used as Akshat in rituals; and third the oldest civilization of
the world is unearthed near Prayag that is Pratisthanpur which is on the right bank of Ganga River at the present day Jhunsi.
Pratisthanpur was ruled by King Pururwa, who is also mentioned in Rig Veda so the civilization has been continuing at the
same place from 8000 BC. By the end of Mesolithic period when people of Harappa and Mohanjodaro were living life of
nomadic there was a developed culture in Pratisthanpur and till today. Though Prayag as such is mentioned for the first time
in Ramayana and Mahabharat. It is mentioned in one or two Upanishads also but they are late in the historical parameter and
are sectarian in nature. However, legends have it that the ancient name of the city is Prayag (Sanskrit for "place of sacrifice"),
as it is believed to be the spot where Brahma offered his first sacrifice after creating the world. (6)
But this year’s Magh Mela is little special as it is not only welcoming pilgrims with humble background coming here with
the hope of getting themselves free from the cycle of birth and death but it will also welcome people as a good tourist
destination from across the world. Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) government in Uttar Pradesh led by its saffron clad chief
minister Yogi Adityanath has left no stone unturned for its global branding. Not only arrangements for kalpwashies (people
staying for the entire mela duration) have been done but seven-star Swiss cottages have also been erected to house gusts with
rich and affluent background but also people from foreign countries. The UP CM and joint-general secretary of Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) Krishna Gopal is looking after the management of mela.
Various historical accounts suggest that bathing in Ganga River has always been considered sacred, auspicious and
important in the Indian tradition. Common understanding about bathing in Ganga is that it gives freedom from bondage. Legend
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has it that after the churning of ocean nectar fell at four places where Kumbh is organised but there is no mention of nectar
falling in Prayag, Haridwar, Nasik and Ujjain in many other ancient treaties however churning of ocean is mentioned in Puranic
texts (7). Actually, naming of all these mela is attributed to Kumbh (pitcher) in the folklore to the nectar story while Kumbh Mela
was only attributed to Haridwar for particular kind of constellation of stars.
Kumbh Mela or Kumbhparva as such does figure in Vedic literature, Sutra works, Smrities, Puranic texts, Dharmasutras
digests and even vernacular literature. There is nothing written about mela and most of the information is from hearsay and
are based on the oral tradition. The tradition of holding Kumbha Mela at Prayag, Nasik and Ujjain don’t contain the Kumbha as
the name Kumbh Mela fits only with the Mela of Haridwar. It appears that Kumbh derives its name from an auspicious occasion
of ritual bathing that used to take place at Haridwar on every twelfth year when Jupiter is in Acquirers and Sun enters Aries.
This astronomical conjunction is mentioned in Naradiya Purana and Bhavishya Puran as a sacred time for bathing in Ganga
river in Haridwar (8) This shows that Kumbhparva was originally observed at Haridwar and was named after the Kumbh Rashi
(Aquarius) for the festival occurs mainly at the time of Jupiter being in Aquarius. At Prayag, Nasik and Ujjain, there is no such
situation where any celestial body in the Kumbh (Aquarius) Rashi.
BATHING RITUAL
Puranas mention and praise bathing at the confluence of Ganga and Yamuna in the Magh (the Hindi month that falls during
January-February) when Sun is in Capricorn so the mela starts on Makar Sankrinti. The idea of holding Kumbhparva at Prayag
may be explained in the light of ritual bath on this day of the month of Magha. Makar Sankranti of the month of Magh becomes
all the more auspicious occasion after every twelfth year when Jupiter happens to be in Aries/Taurus. Promulgation of the
Kumbh Mela might have utilised this rare occasion to serve their purpose and called it Makar Kumbhparva. (9)
Similar may have been the notion behind the celebrations of the Kumbhaparva at Ujjain and Nasik. Ablution of River Shipra
in Ujjain in the month of Vaishakh (April-May) in general and on the full moon day (Poornima) of the month in particular is
eulogised in Skand Puran. (10) According to Shiv Purana, the Varaha Purana and Brahma Purana, bathing in Godavari River is
highly meritorious when Sun and Jupiter are in Leo (11). So, there is no evidence to show that mela held at these places called
Kumbh Mela in the very beginning; the mela at Nasik is always known as Simhasta. Therefore, there is some weight in the
suggestion that Kumbh was prefixed to the melas held at Prayag, Nasik and Ujjain later on after the nomenclature of the
Kumbhaparva at Haridwar.
As there is uncertainty over the nomenclature of the mela, there are varied opinions about the cyclic period of the
congregation. Interestingly Kumbha Mela has not always followed the twelve-year cycle and it may recur in the eleventh year
or even in thirteenth year. The view is supported by the calculation of years for the celebrated Melas at Prayag; the figures are:
Vikrama Samvat 1950, 1962, 1974, 1985, 1997 and 2010. This is due to retrograde movement of Jupiter and period taken by
it in revolving around the Sun. Jupiter takes 11.86 years for its revolution around the Sun (12), which is 50 days less than 12
solar years that is 4343 days. According to astronomical calculation, Jupiter moves one house further after eighty-four years.
Therefore, out of seven Kumbh Mela six recur every 12 year while seventh recur in eleventh year (13).
With all these factors taken into account, the Kumbh Mela is a festival of ritual bathing chiefly associated with Ganga River
in its origin and character. The water in its different form is often an abject of worship, especially the flowing water. From the
very early times divinity and powers have been associated with all rivers but some are holier than others and the holiest among
all is Ganga River due to its many special qualities such as the river having been created by the three Gods of Hindu trinity –
Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh. The Ganga River is an Archetype of the sacred waters to which other water bodies are compared
in sanctity; this perception and belief led to establish the process of Gangaization of Indian culture. (14) The sanctity of Ganga
River is preeminently established in India since the time of composition of Nadistuti Sukta of the Rig Veda. (15) The Ganga
River is important in its both physical and symbolic existence. People have the faith that the river confers immortality to its
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devotees. In the Indian religious tradition, the water of Ganga River is equated with the deathless liquid in properties. An epic
passage supports this belief and exclaims, ‘as amrita is to gods, so Ganga water is to the human beings. (16)
The water of Ganga River might have been Amrita to unknown authors of the Kumbhparva legends. The kumbha (pitcher)
itself becomes one of the Ganga’s most distinguishing sculptural features; so much so that it first appears with the river
goddess on the Varaha Cave frieze at Udaigiri around 400 AD and became more and more common as the Ganga theme gets
maturity in Indian Art during the medieval period. Kumbh is symbol of fertility and expresses several volumes mostly related
to the generative and purifying power of water. However, it seems, writes Darian (17), highly unlikely that pilgrims at the
Kumbha Mela draw such connections. The mela is actually celebrated when the Kumbhayoga commences. This astronomical
conjunction is said to be of four type, each being associated with one of the aforesaid four sacred places.
SHANKARACHARYA & KUMBH MELA
Besides many other legends associated with Kumbh Mela, Aadi Shankaracharya is traditionally considered to be the
propagator of the Kumbh Mela as he had visited it, traditionalist say, and had the credit of transforming it into a sadhu mela. It
is said that the Kumbh Mela recurring every year at Prayagraj is one sparkle of great fire lit several centuries ago. Mention of
some kind of mela being organised at the current location by Chinese traveler Hsuan Tsang in 644 CE is disputed by many as
being Kumbh Mela.(18) Many other texts that have mentioned Kumbha Mela later on included Khulasat-ut-Tawarikh (1695 CE)
and Chahar Gulshan (1759 CE) which describe fairs held at Haridwar, Prayag and Nashik, among those the Magh Mela at
Prayagraj might be oldest without being called Kumbh Mela at those time and the fair at Haridwar appears to be the original
Kumbh Mela which is held according to the astrological sign Kumbha (Aquarius), and the renaming of fairs held at other places
to Kumbh Mela is more recent.
Chinese traveller Hsuan Tsang who describes a ritual organised by Emperor Shiladitya (who is identified with Harsha
Vardhan) at the confluence of three rivers Holy Ganga, Yamuna and mythical Saraswati. The kingdom of Harsh Vardhan is
identified with Prayaga, where half a million pilgrims of various faiths took bath at the confluence to wash away their sins.
Some other scholars have mentioned that this is the earliest surviving historical account of a mela held at Prayag in 644 CE
where the present day Kumbh Mela is also held. However, Australian researcher Kama Maclean notes that Hsuan Tsang’s
reference is about an event that used to happen every five years and not 12 years, and might have been a Buddhist celebration
because as per Hsuan Tsang, Harsha Vardhan was a Buddhist emperor.
The first British reference to the Kumbh Mela in Prayag occurs only in an 1868 report, which mentions the need for
increased pilgrimage and sanitation controls at the Kumbh Mela to be held in January 1870. As per Maclean, priests of Prayag
adapted their annual Magh Mela to Kumbh legend, in order to increase the importance of their teertha.
Kumbh Mela at Ujjain began in the 18th century, when the Maratha ruler Ranoji Shinde invited ascetics from Nashik to
Ujjain for a local festival. Like priests at Prayag, pandits of Nashik and Ujjain, competing with other places for a sacred status,
may have adopted the Kumbh tradition for their pre-existing melas. So only Haridwar Mela is organised at the time when Jupiter
is in Acquarian and it is definitely not at the rest of the three places. So the name Kumbh is plausible for Haridwar only.
But the impact of Kumbh Mela was such that during the British Empire, as historians say, the congregation of people,
sadhu and sages were not allowed in the year 1858 which was the year for Kumbh Mela as the first war of India’s
independence was going on. No one was allowed to gather around Allahabad Fort due to security reasons not even saints and
sages. Some attempts were made by sadhus but they were not allowed by the British police. The mela had once again resumed
in 1861 that devotees can take a dip in Ganga River or Sangam and the management of 1865 Ardh Kumbh was taken over by
the British especially sanitary management due to outbreak of cholera during Haridwar Kumbh and many deaths due to the
disease being contagious. Since there was open defecation at that time so some arrangments were made to stop outbreak of
cholera. There are many records available for it at many places. So then there was a Kumbh in 1870 and then 1872.
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CONCLUSION
But anything on Kumbh is incomplete without mentioning Saraswati river. But the concept of Saraswati needs to
understood very clearly. The Saraswati River that is much discussed used to originate from the present day Paonta Sahib.
There was a glassier that had dried up long back. There was a gap of five kilometers between Saraswati and Yamuna rivers on
the hills. But in the plains both the rivers fell to different places. Saraswati River used to hit plains at Yamunanagar that is also
called Adi Badri. So with the glassier drying up, the Saraswati River died. There was no subsidiary river to Saraswati to
replenish it with water. Moreover, with the increasing desert Ghagghar and Drishdwati rivers in Rajasthan too are said to have
disappeared in the deserts of Hanumangarh district of Rajasthan. But its underground stream is still continuing. The river is
mentioned in Mahabrahmins.
But it doesn’t have anything to do with the Saraswati River at Prayagraj. But then what is Saraswati? So traditionalists say
that as no ritual of Hindus is complete without Ganga water and if there is no Ganga water it is symbolically created by chanting
hymns similarly wherever Yagna is performed it is not possible without Saraswati. So Saraswati is invoked, projected and it is
believed that Saraswati is present which is goddess of wisdom. There are many symbolic things in Yagya similarly no yagya
is performed without Saraswati. So invisible Saraswati prevails all around during the mela which is Subhra (white) in colour.
That is invisible Saraswati.
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DR PRAVEEN K SINGH*
ABSTRACT
The main objective of the study is to study the social and economic dynamics of the
Kumbh Mela and how social media campaigns have brought a sea change in the operations and other aspects of the
Kumbh Mela in the current times. The study covers all the economic dimensions and social aspects of different bodies and all
stakeholders attached with the Kumbh Mela. Thorough and diverse surveys were carried out while collecting data from the
primary level as well as secondary level. Direct interviews of the pilgrims, priests, law order personnel as well as other
stakeholders have been conducted. Collected data has been analysed using different statistical techniques with the aid of
number of software. The paper attempts to give an insight on the various aspects of the largest conglomeration of the human
on the planet and how social media tools and other aspects are redefining the methods in terms of the its reach and approach.
There are several free social media marketing apps which track shares, retweets, likes and keywords associated with your
brand. Services are integrated with social media accounts to determine who is seeing the social media posts and how they
are responding.
Keywords: Social Media, Marketing Campaigns, Economic Dimensions, Kumbh Mela, Social Aspects.
Social media has taken the world by storm. Although some trends are changing swiftly, social media is here to stay. In the
changing time, social media campaigns are a great option for reaching vast masses in an orderly way in the new digital orb.
With the leeway of considerable reach, ability to directly engage with followers and clienteles, the ease of sharing information
and content with thousands (or even millions) of people, and the pocket-friendly quality of the work, social media promotional
campaigns are fascinating to both private, public as well as businesses and consumers alike.
With the emergence of social media, we have seen a considerable amount of change in information and communication
* Assistant Professor, School of Journalism & Mass Communication Vivekananda Institute of Professional StudiesGGSIP University, New Delhi
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technology. Social media has played a key role in this transformation.
Let us have a look at some of the stats that demonstrate the power of Social Media- From the 4.2 billion users, Social
Media has 3.03 billion active users. More than 90 percent of the global brands use at least 2 Social Media Accounts. Facebook
Messenger and WhatsApp is responsible for handling around 60 billion messages every day
The process of change is not over yet and we are still witnessing ongoing changes in this sector.
The impact of social media has witnessed heavy growth with the advancement of mobile technology. People spent a large
share of their time on mobile devices. Mobile devices provide you with ease to connect with anyone at anywhere and at any
time.
This has been a prime reason behind the great upsurge in the use of Social Media.
THE MILIEU
In recent time, the social media platforms have been used widely for making any event or initiative successful. In this
connection, the use of social media as an effective tool is widely discussed in the Kumbh Mela in Prayagraj, Uttar Pradesh.
However, there are only some anecdotal reports, which showed the huge impact of social media campaign on the successful
conduct of the ongoing Kumbh. This paper is an attempt to discuss the impact of social media in Kumbh in detail.
A few things remain constant at every Kumbh Mela- mood, colour and crowd. What comes out of the world's largest fair
is a plethora of activities in terms of new stories and colourful features, both on mainstream media and the social media.
Under hash tag #KumbhMela, a number of activities have been posted by several social media users including government
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as well as private enthusiasts for promoting the mega event in Prayagraj towards making the event going viral on the social
media.
Among one of the talked about post in the Twitter handle of the Kumbh Mela has been a post of three images of foreigners
in traditional Indian attire performing some Hindu rituals. The user posted them saying, "Dear missionaries, see here... we didn't
give any book or money to convert the people forcefully... Hinduism is beyond your imagination...#KumbhMela.
The post has created a bearing among Indian as well as foreign tourists as there has been wider effects because of
interactions and comments it has generated on the Twitter handle.
SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN IN KUMBH
After the launch of social media application on Kumbh Mela by Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister in September, 2018, millions
of people all over the world have now been connected to this, and getting daily update and other information about the Kumbh
Mela, 2019. There are other social media platforms also launch special website on Kumbh Mela, and sharing daily
information such as Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram etc, photos and other related information. This has become the number
one items in most of these social networking sites. As some of the social media site information is given on the Government
website is follows:S No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Social Media
Website
Mobile App
YouTube
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram

Links
www.kumbh.gov.in/en
Android, iOS
www.youtube.com/kumbh2019
www.facebook.com/prayagrajkumbh
www.twitter.com/PrayagrajKumbh
www.instagram.com/kumbh.2019

Also, earlier to a great surprise the priests and other stakeholders of Allahabad have taken initiatives to attract the tourists
on Kumbh Mela through social media sites.
With the help of social media, they have been trying to remove the hidden fears of the tourists about any untoward
happenings. The low turnout on the first snan of Makar Sankranti in January had dampened the spirits of the priest community
and local traders which was later being revived through the social media.
According to group of priests of Prayagraj, some pictures of the beautiful splendour of River Ganges at night are doing
rounds on the social media. “The starry pictures of Har Ki Pauri at Haridwar and that of ghats of Allahabad were gaining wide
popularity all across the enthusiasts. Many people asked if there is any security issue in terms of terror threats in the holy city
to which we responded with pictures showing pilgrims taking holy dip and the illuminated ghats at the River Ganges attracting
all. A single picture upload of ghats at the venue got thousands of likes when we made it public,” describes Swami Advait of
Allahabad.
Swami Advait through his team has continuously been spreading the message to thousands of his foreign followers who
keep coming to him for gaining knowledge on Hinduism and spiritualism that the facilities around the Mela has been improved
and various measures are being adopted towards the betterment of the Mela on year-on-year basis.
The law and order situation has improved and the local administration is also releasing the messages of “Surakshit Kumbh”
through various modes. Some police teams have been sent to different parts of the country. A media advisory is being used
at state level to broad cast the safe Kumbh message as well.
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THE TIMES OF YORE
The Kumbh Mela (the festival of the sacred pitcher) is anchored in Hindu mythology. It is the largest public gathering and
collective act of faith, anywhere in the world. The Mela draws tens of millions of pilgrims over the course of approximately 48
days to bathe at the sacred confluence of the Ganga, the Yamuna, and the mystical Sarasvati. Primarily, this congregation
includes Ascetics, Saints, Sadhus, Sadhvis, Kalpvasis, and Pilgrims from all walks of life. Prayagraj, hearing the word
“Kumbh”, creates the picturesque vision of Triveni Sangam in one’s mind. At the sacred confluence of rivers, huge multitudes
filled with sense of devotion move like waves in the ocean. ‘Shahi Shan’ of Adheres, chanting of Vedic mantras and elucidations
of religious hymns in the Panda’s, proclamations of knowledge, Tatvamimansa by rishis, spiritual music, mesmerising sounds
of instruments, holy dip in the Sangam with utmost devotion fills the heart of devotees with immense joy. Also, prayers are
offered at many divine temples exhibiting the greatness of Prayagraj Kumbh.
The Kumbh Mela at Prayag is very different as compared to Kumbh at other places due to many reasons. Firstly, the
tradition of long-term Kalpvas is practiced only in Prayag. Secondly, the Triveni Sangam is considered as the centre of the earth
in few scriptures. Thirdly, Lord Brahma performed the Yajna here for creating the universe. Fourthly, Prayagraj is called the
shrine of pilgrimages, but the most important reason is that the significance of performing rituals and tapas at Prayagraj is of
highest among all pilgrimages and provides one with the highest virtue.
Maharishi Markandeya in ‘Matsya Purana’ told Yudhishtra that this place is specifically protected by all the Gods. Residing
here for a month and practicing complete asceticism, remaining celibate and duly performing oblations for his deity and
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ancestors fulfils all the desires. It is believed that an individual who takes the holy dip in the sacred waters relieves his/her ten
generations from the cycle of rebirth, and hence, achieving salvation. Moreover, it is said that just by providing services to
pilgrims at Prayag during Kumbh will help an individual to gain redemption from temptation. Prayag is visited by tens of millions
of pilgrims because these beliefs. Saints, ascetics and their followers pay their respect and perform various traditional rituals
at Triveni Sangam. The amazed devotees line up to watch the rituals being performed.
The Kumbh Mela at Prayag takes place for approximately 55 days, spread over thousands of hectares around the Sangam
area, and becomes the greatest of ephemeral city in the world. Regularity of this celebration continuing since ancient times is
unique in itself. Ever increasing pressure of populace and expanding cities tend to engulf the rivers and events like Kumbh,
graces the rivers with the profound status of creators of the world. There is a deeply enrooted feeling of devotion and faith
flowing in the veins of every Indian since eternity.
After independence, various rules were framed resulting in few changes in organising Kumbh Mela. The government made
provisions for providing basic amenities to the pilgrims. The government upon realising the importance of Kumbh and
understanding the requirements of huge number of pilgrims visiting the mela took multiple steps in public interest in order to
facilitate the pilgrims. Importance was given towards providing security services, better traffic management, lighting and health
facilities and ensuring the same. It is difficult to say who took responsibility for these amenities before government made
provisions for the same. However, after passing the law, the responsibility of providing the basic facilities lies with the
government. On the same lines, formation of Prayagraj Mela Authority 2018 is an important stepping-stone towards organising
the event of the scale of Kumbh. The formation of Prayagraj Mela Authority will ensure that the basic amenities are provided
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in Kumbh 2019 to the devotees visiting the Mela. For the Kumbh 2019, modern technologies are being deployed to enhance
the ‘Divyata’ and ‘Bhavyata’ of the Kumbh. Gates based on various themes will welcome pilgrims and information boards will
guide them to their destination. Huge pandals and tents will facilitate the stay of pilgrims and visitors. Various lighting
arrangements have been made on the banks including façade lighting that will engulf the pilgrims in diverse colours. Also,
different cuisines and gourmet food in the food courts shall satisfy the appetite of the pilgrims.
The Kumbh is an experience of a lifetime-a kaleidoscope of people uniting together for a common cause and exhibiting a
new facet of spiritualism one may treasure in their hearts forever
ADVENT OF SOCIAL NETWORKING
This is another strong example of a social network that has boomed since the beginning of the 21st century. Since 1979,
electronic forms of social networking have boomed, starting with CompuServe and MySpace, and moving to other social
networking applications such as Facebook, Snapchat, Twitter, and Instagram.
Social networking tools are just that: tools. The thread that connects these digital too is their social nature; these are tools
that require you to engage with people and resources outside of yourself, to engage, to participate, to curate, and to
communicate
If one is on Facebook, keep in mind that so are 1.15 billion other people throughout the world. In fact, 72 percent of all
Internet users are active on social media today, indulging in social interactions and developing personal relationships. But you
don't always have to go online to be exposed to social networks, as they come in a multitude of formats.
TIMES GONE BY
Social networking isn't just a term for the 21st
century. In fact, social networking dates back to 40,000
years ago when cavemen would draw on the walls of
caves, depicting animals in order to communicate and
'network' with other cavemen. The Romans also indulged
in social networking around approximately 700 B.C.E.
Rome was the center of communication and
networking for everything that dealt with commerce,
religion, politics, and even prostitution, so this makes
a lot of sense. Since then, societies in different
countries became more modern and pushed for social
networks through town criers (in the 15th century),
newspapers (in the 17th century), pen pal programs (in
1938), and electronics (in 1979).
SOCIAL NETWORK THEORY
The Social Network Theory (SNT) examines different
networks of relationships between individuals and the
common factors that bring them together. In a scientific
form, SNT views relationships between objects, which
are labeled as 'nodes'. Oftentimes, scientists using SNT
will investigate the correlation between the nodes and
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the relationship that links them together. For example, imagine that one is standing in a room with another person. He and the
other person are considered the nodes, and the relationship that links him together is the fact that he is standing in the same
room. Of course, social networks can be more complex than this, but they all begin from the principle of objects/nodes and
relationship variables.
Although Emile Durkheim and Ferdinand Tonnies first chartered social network theories in the late 1890s, major
developments occurred later in the 1930s, specifically by Jacob Moreno. Moreno investigated social relationships by recording
and analysing the social interaction of small.
HOW IT WORKS
Social media allows businesses to be in direct contact with target customer. Social media marketing is inexpensive and
gives brands instant reach to billions of active users. For these reasons, social media has proven to be one of the most effective
channels to promote products online.
However, with every business aware of it, competition on social media has become intense. To overcome competition, it
is important that you leverage latest trends & techniques and promote your product on social media creatively and consistently.
It has been found that 78 percent of businesses have dedicated teams for their social media. This is up from 67 percent
five years ago, demonstrating that increasingly, organisations are acknowledging the power of social media to attract and
engage customers.
However, Webbiquity reports that 83 percent of customers have reported bad experiences with social media marketing.
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As a business owner, it's clear that using
social media marketing has challenges,
but we need to know how to maximise
the impact of any social media
marketing campaigns. One should know
what his goals should be, and how to
achieve them. Whether they want to be
or are already managing a social media
strategy, and how to leverage his core
skills to implement and oversee an
effective digital strategy.
Researchers have found that waves
across various social media platforms
including Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram have created positive impact.
So whether once focus is new to social
media marketing.
Comparing the twitter handle
discussing about Kumb Mela, the most popular handles are Narendra Modi, Yogi Aditya Nath, Swamy, Congress, NDTV, Times
of India, which are more popular than the twitter created especially for the kumbh Mela by UP government. Because, the
popularity and followers of these twitter handles is much higher than the others.
Figure 1: DISCUSSION OF POPULAR TWITTER HANDLE
This can be seen by the Figure 2, which displays the number of followers. The followers of Narendra Modi are almost 45 times higher in the twitter compared to its competitors, this clearly reveals that although the number of people discussed in
the Twitter is small, but the reach of the discussions is significantly more.
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Figure 2: FOLLOWERS OF POPULAR TWITTER HANDLE

THE TOP TWENTY PERFORMERS:—
Account
Narendra Modi
Yogi Adityanath
Subramanian Swamy
Congress
NDTV
Times of India
Hindustan Times
UP Tourism
BJP
The Indian Express
ABP News
Rajnath Singh
News18
UP POLICE
INC Sandesh
Government of UP
Ministry of Railways
BJP Uttar Pradesh
CM Office, GoUP
scroll.in

Interactions
45,934
20,231
17,165
15,783
10,071
6,486
4,129
3,690
3,420
3,112
3,107
2,668
2,517
2,501
1,894
893
653
647
491
311

Followers
453,74,953
33,02,742
75,75,379
48,12,256
111,25,837
115,53,136
66,23,058
4,14,795
104,35,177
30,07,440
80,67,895
120,67,015
40,77,981
5,51,436
45,444
7,81,930
36,49,426
10,59,255
25,31,527
2,12,664

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN
Information and communication technology has changed rapidly over the past 20 years with a key development being
the emergence of social media.
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The pace of change is accelerating. For example, the development of mobile technology has played an important role
in shaping the impact of social media. Across the globe, mobile devices dominate in terms of total minutes spent online.
This puts the means to connect anywhere, at any time on any device in everyone’s hands.
The impact in terms of influence on the youngsters shows that there has been surge in travel to Kumbh by millennials.
Online travel booking platforms note that 25-30 per cent of the bookings to the Kumbh have come from millennials this
time. Direct flight connectivity to Prayagraj from the metros and social media craze are factors.
According to Ixigo, which conducted a travel survey across 11,000 respondents, one in every third traveller to Kumbh
2019 is a millennial in the age group of 25-35 years. The platform noted a 45 percent jump in travel searches from
youngsters from cities like New Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru, Hyderabad and Kolkata.
According to Aloke Bajpai, co-founder of Ixigo, There has been high traction from the southern states. Hyderabad and
Bengaluru contributed a massive 60 percent and 55 percent jump in bookings. New Delhi, Mumbai and Kolkata saw a 42
percent, 38 percent and 21 percent rise, respectively.
Bajpai observed that youngsters are narrating their Kumbh journey on Instagram which includes clicking sadhus who
are using heavy headgears and flashy sunglasses, to attract the crowd.
Expedia generational survey shows that more than 60 percent of Generation X and Z are travelling for cultural
experience over spiritual tourism. According to Manmeet Ahluwalia of Expedia India, about 25-28 percent of travellers to
the Kumbh are millennials, especially photography enthusiasts and art lovers. Yatra too noted a general 50-75 percent
jump in bookings across key domestic markets including Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru, Chennai, Hyderabad and Kolkata.
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According to Sharat Dhall, chief operating officer (B2C) at Yatra, Giving into their inquisitiveness, about 32 percent of
the bookings have come from millennials. This new trend dispels the myth around religious travel being restricted to a
certain demographic of travellers and proves how youngsters are opting for experiential travel.
IMPACT ON STATE ECONONOMY
Kumbh Mela, as the biggest congregation of the world, would generate heightened economic activity in multiple
sectors leading to a huge income levels to government agencies and to individual traders. The study has found out that
tourism, hotel, transport, health and infrastructure sectors receives additional boost during the Kumbh Mela event.
According to an estimate, the state government alone would generate Rs 20,000 Crores of revenue because of the Kumbh
Mela. Although the Kumbh Mela is spiritual and religious in nature, associated economic activities would generate
employment opportunities for over six lakh workers across many sectors including eco-tourism.
The study also found that the pilgrimage attracts a large number of foreign tourists from as far apart as Australia, UK,
Canada, Malaysia, Singapore, South Africa, New Zealand, Mauritius, Zimbabwe and Sri Lanka. The hospitality industry in
the region is targeting 100 per cent occupancy across the board in small, budget and luxury hotels during the Maha
Kumbh. Apart from Uttar Pradesh, states like Rajasthan (Jaipur, Jabalpur, Udaipur, Bhilwara, Kota), Uttarakhand (Nainital,
Mussoorie, Aulli, Dehradun, Haridwar, Ranikhet, Almora), Punjab (Amritsar, Ludhiana) and Himachal Pradesh (Shimla,
Kufri, Manali, Panchkula), majorly benefit from the enhanced revenue generation with a large number of national and
foreign tourists expected to explore other destinations.
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CONCLUSION
Connecting with audience is important in all types of marketing. In a world with growing distractions and diminishing
patience, effective marketing tactics are more important than ever. The good news is that social media has made it easier
to connect with potential customers anywhere around the world.
When working on a social media marketing campaign, you want to connect with your audience both on a surface level
— through a follow, comment, or a “like” — and on a deeper level — through a relatable post that gets them feeling a
certain way about your brand or products.
In past few years, social media has emerged as an effective marketing channel to promote brands or any campaign.
However, to make the most out of this route, one needs to understand social media audience really well. They are open
to new things, given it interests them, but do not pay attention to things that are too pushy and promotional.
It’s been said that information is power. Without a means of distributing information, people cannot harness the power.
One positive impact of social media is in the distribution of information in today’s world. Platforms such as Facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter and others have made it possible to access information at the click of a button.
Research shows that the life expectancy of a story posted on the web is 2.6 days, compared to 3.2 days when a story
is shared on social media. That is a difference of 23 percent, which is significant when you consider that billions of people
use the internet daily.
This means that the longer the information is in circulation, the more discussion it generates and the greater the impact
of social media.
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While the world would be a much slower place without social media, it’s caused harm as well as good. However, the
positive impact of social media is astronomical and far surpasses the ills associated with sharing.
Before starting a campaign, one needs to have things in place all of the tools for tracking metrics. There are several
free social media marketing apps which track shares, retweets, likes and keywords associated with your brand. Services
such as Hoot Suite, Social Mention, and Addictomatic integrate with social media accounts to determine who is seeing
the social media posts and how they're responding.
Once a baseline is established, goals are defined and a schedule of definitive timeline for the campaign. Having firm
start and end dates is important, both for a) keeping costs and mission creep in check, and b) comparing performance
pre-and-post campaign.
In the case of Kumbh Mela, which has a vast following from time-immemorial, the social media campaign gave a
boost. But, the impact in terms of doubling its effects and multiplying the traffic flow is something more to be gazed in
time to come.
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